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City's Request Denied

Lassiter Rules In Favor
Of Brandons On Glendale
Road Right-Of-Way Suit

514
BARREL RACING CHAMPION — 1979 Murray-Calloway County Fair Queen janna Bell presents the award in the
barrel racing competition to Peggy Atkins of Hazel. The competition was part of the fair's Friday night open horse
show.
Photo by Jennie B. Gordon

White House Staff Shakeup To
Be Less Dramatic Than Cabinet
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Having
parted company with five of the 12
members of his Cabinet, President
Carter turns now to a promised
White House staff.
shakeup of
If advance speculation proves accurate, the staff changes will be less
dramatic and sweeping than the
resignations in little more than 24 hours
of five men who have been with Carter
since the start of his administration.
With longtime Carter associate
Hamilton Jordan already elevated to
White House chief of staff, the two other
Georgians closest to the president —
press secretary Jody Powell and chief
lobbyist Frank Moore — seem likely to
emerge as influential as ever.
Indeed, there have been reports
Powell and Moore may be given
enhanced responsibilities.
Cabinet
his
ended
Carter
housecleaning Friday with the acceptance of resignations by Energy
Secretary James R. Schlesinger and
Transportation Secretary Brock
Adams.
After the final announcement, Carter
told reporters:
the
"I am well pleased with
changes that have been made. very
single change has been a positive
change. There is absolutely no doubt in
my mind that I and my administration
will now be better able to serve this
country."
In a two-minute appearance in the
White House press briefing room — he
would not answer questions — the
president said the transition in his
Cabinet would be handled in orderly
fashion, with remaining vacanieies to be
filled without delay.

and Means Committee later in the day
But on Capitol Hill, Senate assistant
that Carter's energy program will
Republican leader Ted Stevens of
survive the Cabinet shakeup.
Alaska said the continuing shakeup
With the exception of Attorney
indicates to him Carter "may be apGeneral Griffin B. Bell, Schlesinger
proaching some mental problem."
"I don't think he's crazy but the
was the only departing Cabinet officer
to have his resignation accepted by
pressures are so great that I'm worried
Carter "with regret."
that he might be having some sort of
Adams had said Thursday he was
breakdown," Stevens told reporters.
White House press secretary Jody
being retained by Carter, but he issued
a statemeot, which reportedly angered
Powell dismissed the Stevens
statements as "not worthy of comthe president,saying he was not certain
he wanted to stay in the post.
ment" and two Democratic Senate
leaders, Alan Cranston of California
In his letter of resignation, Adams
and Robert Byrd of West Virginia, took
told Carter: "I hope you find happiness
Stevens to task for even making the
in your job, and I join with the whole
remarks.
nation in hoping that the remainder of
These were the job changes anyour administration will be successful."
nounced Friday:
—Schlesinger has resigned but will
Carter sent Adams a handwritten
note in response, saying he accepted
remain on the job for an indefinite
period. Being nominated to succeed
the resignation "with friendship,
him is Deputy Defense Secretary
respect and appreciation for the acJr., a
complishrnents of our nation during
W. Duncan
Charles
multimillionaire former Coca-Cola
your service."
Later, Adams told a news conference,
executive from Georgia.
"I could not function as a Cabinet of—Adams' resignation =lakes effect
ficer under the circumstances as they
almost immediately, with Navy
430
were outlined to me."
Secretary W. Graham Claytor named
to serve as interim secretary for up to
He said he felt a Cabinet officer
should have direct access to tbe
30 days.
president, but that Carter refused to
aytor will be nominated to sucDuncan as deputy secretary of
grant it. "A Cabinet officer must work
defense.
directly for the president — not for the
In announcing Schlesinger's imWhite House staff," AdaMs said."I was
pending departure, Powell emphasized
not assured that I could do this, so I
the energy boss had twice offered to -- quit."
resign earlier this year and had
The removal of Schlesinger and
publicly stated he wanted to leave the
Adams came a day after Carter:
Cabinet in the fall.
—Fired Health, Education and
Powell said Schlesinger continues to
Welfare Secretary Joseph A. Califano
enjoy Carter's "full confidence," adand announced his intention to give the
ding that the president would be
job to Patricia Roberts Harris, now
, pleased to see Schlesinger continue in
secretary of housiffk and urban
government after leaving the Cabinet.
development.
Schlesinger assured the House Ways
Accepted the resignation of longtime Georgia friend, Bell, as attorney
general. Carter is nominating Bell's
deputy, Benjamin Civiletti, to head the
Justice Department.
—Fired Treasury Secretary Michael
Blumenthal and announced his intention to nominate Federal Reserve
Board Chairman G. Witham Miller to
replace him.

By MATT SANDERS
and
GENE McCUTCHEON
Calloway County Circuit Court Judge
Jame§ M Lassiter ruled Friday that
Howard and Ruth Brandon were within
their legal rights in withdrawing an
offer to deed right-of-way for the
construction and improvement of a
Glendale Road connector between S.
12th Street (U.S. 641) and S. 4th Street
(Ky. 12U.
According to a written decision on the
trait fild by the City of Murray against
the Brancron's, the court "concluded
that the Brandons had the right to
unilaterally withdraw from their
commitment to donate the right-of-way
except on the proposed plan which was
In effect at thePtime the commitment
was made; having found that the plan
was materially changed; and having
further found that the surveys were not
made and construction started under
the original proposal within a
reasonable lime-as provided by the
commitment of the Brandons, it is the
belief of the Court that the relief sought
by the plaintiff (the city) should be
denied."
The case dates back to November
1976 when members of the Murray
Common Cotilicil, the mayor, the city
planner and certain citizens who lived
adjacent to a public road referred to as
an extension of Glendale Road attempted to interest the state highway
authority to improve the road.
Records show that it was desired to
make the road a connector road from
U.S. 641 eastward to Highway 121.
On Nov. 9, 1976, a proposal made by
th,state Department of Transportation
spvi the state "agreed to design and
construct the project provided the city
acquired the necessary right-of-way,
relocated utilities and other things
immaterial to this litigation."
In a written commitment, the
Brandons "agreed to convey to the
Commonwealth of Kentucky or its
subdivisions a sixty-foot right-of-way
on the property owned by them and

The association supervises auctioning of dark-fired and dark air-cured
tobacco and buys tobacco that does not
bring government support prices.

Emergency Foster
Homes Needed
For Children
Emergency Shelter Foster Homes
are needed for children between the
ages of 12 and 18 who are having
problems in the areas of runaway,
truancy, and being beyond parental
control.
This would only be temporary care
lasting a maximum of tliirty days, a
spokesman said. The homes would have
to be available twenty-four hours a day,
seven days a week to take children
whenever the need arose. A boarding
rate of $16 per day, per child, would be
paid for each day a child was in the
home, the spokesman added.
A training program for the parents is
available to help thetn deal with
adolescent behavior and the problems
being experienced by these youth.
Anyone interested in this program
should contact the Calloway County
Bureau for Social Services at 753-6382.

today's index

drawn their commitment to deed the
right-of-way. All interested parties,
including the Common Counil and
presumably the Department of
Transportation, Bureau of Highways,
were on notice from the Brandons from
that date of February, 10, 1977, that the
revised plan was unacceptable to them
and that the commitment would be
withdrawn," Lassiter's ruling added.
"Although there is no reason for the
Court to volunteer suggestions," Judge
Lassiter said in his ruling, "the plaintiff
is well aware of other avenues
available to it to acquire the necessary
right-of-way in order that the improvement can be made, viz: by its
right of eminent domain."
The council's interest in obtaining the
right-of-way for the completion of the
roadway was prodded earlier this year
when Mayor Melvin Henley announced
that Gov. Julian Carroll had committed
$109,000 from his contingency fund to
See GLENDALE
Page 12,Column 6

Persons Sentenced
In Calloway Circuit
Court Last Week
Three persons — Wayne Dedmon,
Danny Todd and Mitchell Nelson —
were sentenced last week in Calloway
Circuit Court.
Dedmon,charged with second degree
robbery, was sentenced to five years to
run concurrently with other one-year
sentences which will all run concurrently with a sentence given by the
Marshall Circuit Court. Todd was sentenced to two years to
run concurrently with other one-year
sentences that will all run concurrently
with a five-year sentence given by the
Marshall Circuit Court. Todd was
charged with second degree arson.
Nelson, charged with trafficking in
cocaine, was sentenced to five years.

C
HEART CLINIC — A team of three
physicians from the University of
Louisville School of Medicine conducted the annual one-day area heart
clinic at the Calloway County Health
Department Friday. At right, Diane
Norwood, Hardin, is examined by Dr.
Francisco Elbl, pediatric cardiologist,
as Dr. Hill Harrell, left, pediatric
resident, and Dr. Tom Rankin, right,
cardiologist, look on. Below, Charles
Ross, Paducah, field director of the
Kentucky Heart Association, runs an
electrocardiogram on Paige Jean
Buzanls, Paducah, as volunteer Brenda
Conley, Murray, and Paula's mother,
Margaret My-re, Paducah, watch.

-Broadbent Declines
Top Board Position
CADIZ, Ky. (AP) — Saying he does
not want to further antagonize dissident
board members, Smith D. Broadbent
.1:11 has declined to become'president of
the Eastern Dark-Fired Growers
"
Association's new board of directors.
However, he will stay on the board,
which was elected last Saturday under
supervision of Robertson County
(Tenn.) Chancery Court Judge Jerry
Scott.
In the election, growers turned aside
an attempt by a dissident faction of the
20,000-member marketing cooperative
to gain a majority on the board.
The new panel elected Broadbent
president, but he refused to take the
, job, saying he thought the dissidents
might be further antagonized if he were
to be the 'group's leader.
The association board then chose Dan
Borthick of Robertson County, Tenn.,
president.
William Porter, general manager of
the association for many years, who
was "fired" by a dissident board
majority that was voted into office in
March, was renamed to his old job by
the new board.
The association covers 11 Kentucky
counties and a large part of west
Tennessee. It has markets at
Hopkinsville. Ky., and Springfield and
Clarksville, Tenn.

located ... adjacent to the proposed
road or highway."
The document added that if construction was not started within "a
reasonable period of time after surveys, blueprints and deeds were
completed, prepared and submitted to
the Brandons," the commitment would
become "null and void."
The proposed roadway was first
presented to the Murray Common
Council by then Mayor John E. Scott in
February, 1977. After much discussion
at that meeting and complaints about
the four-lane proposal from residents of
the area, the council turned down
Scott's request to allow him to sign an
agreement with the state giving the goahead on the project.
Later that year an alternate, threelane proposal, was presented to the
council. Several of the residents who
had objected to the earlier four-lane
proposal seemed more satisfied with
the three lanes(two driving lanes and a
center, turning lane). But Brandon
objected to the change in plans and told
the council his right-of-way agreement
was valid only if the four-lane road
were built.
In October ot -1977, Brandon gave
written notice to the city that he was
withdrawing his agreement to deed the
right-of-way.
Since that time city officials have
contended that Brandon's agreement
did not stipulate the number of lanes of
road to be built and, therefore, it has
remained valid dispite his withdrawal.
The court, however, in its ruling, said
"In the present instance the Brandons
committed thernielves to donate the
right-of-way for the improved roadway
as then proposed which everyone admits was to be four 12-foot driving
lanes, two 2-foot curbs, four-foot
sidewalks et cetera (minutes of
Common Council meeting of February
10, 1977).
"This proposed plan of construction
having been materially changed the
Court is of the opinion that the Brandons had the right to unilaterally with-
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partly sunny
Partly sunny, very warm and
humid Sunday. Partly cloudy
tonight. Widely scattered mostly
afternoon and evening showers
and thunderstorms possible
throughout the period. Highs
Sunday in the mid to upper 811s.
Lows tonight in the upper 60s to
low 70s.
Winds, light and mostly
southeast tonight. Rain chances
- are 20 percent tonight and Sunday.
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Cornrnunity CalendarEvents
Monday.July 23

Saturdas. July 21
Saturday, July 21
Murray Shrine Club will
Fourth and final orientation
have a wiener -roast at the session for new freshmen and,
New City-County Park at 5:30 transfer students will be held
p.m.
today and Sunday. For information call 162-2896.
Chapter M of P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will have a lunSunday,July V
cheon at 12 noon at the home of
Lakeside Singers will
Mrs. James Parker with Mrs. perform at Lake Barkley
Alfred Lindsey, Jr., as State Park at 8:30 p.m.
cohostess and Mrs. James
Berhow
presenting
the
Events at Land Between the
program.
Lakes will include Try A MiniTerrarium ate-•10 a.m.,
Al-A-Thon will.meet at 8 Children's Ecology
Walk at
p.m. at Carman Puillion,
1:30 p.m., Night Visual at 8:30
College Farm Road. This is a p.m., all at Center Station;
support group for families and Composting at Empire Farm
friends of alcoholics. For from
2 to 3 p.m.
. information call 4374229.
Performance_ 4f Twilight
Cabaret at Kentucky Dam
Land Between the Lakes
Village State Park will not be events will include 19thheld due to a prior com- Century Woodworking Tools
mitnient by the park.
from 1 to 4 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Nature's
Lakeside Singers are Secrets at Empire Farm at 2
scheduled to perform at
; The Sixth Sense at
Kentucky Dam Village State Center Station at 3 p.m.
_ _
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Events at Kenlake State
Country Squares, a group of Park will include InterWorship
camping square dancersfrom denominational
Smyrna, Tenn., will present Service at campground
the program at the Summer in amphitheater at 8:30 a.m.;
the Park program at 7:30 p.m. Closest-To-The-Hole Contest
at the Paris Landing State at Hole No. 9 on Golf Course
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Paper
Park.
Airplane Flying Contest at
"Peter Pan" will be campground playground at
presented
Murray- 10:30 a.m.; Nature Hike in
by
Calloway County Community front of hotel at 4:30 p.m.;
Theatre at the City-County Croquet on campground
playground at 6:30 p.m.; •
Park at 8 p.m.
Moonlight Trail Ride with cost
Goodbye Charlie" will be being $5 at riding stables at
presented by the Purchase 7:30 p.m.; Movie of the Week,
Area Repertory Theatre at the "Mighty Joe Young," at hotel
Murray State University meeting room at8 p.m.
Theatre at 8 p.m.
Gospel singing far senior
citizens,
sponsored by the
Kenlake State Park events
Department
Human
of
will include Bible Study and
Resources, will be held from
Crafts at campground am1:30 to 4:30 p.m. in Lovett
phitheater from 9:30 to 11:30
Auditorium, Murray State
a.m.; Longest Drive contest
University. No admission will
on No. 2 Fairway of oIf
be charged and free refreshcourse from 9:30 a.m. to 5
ments will be served.
p.m.; New Games on hotel
front lawn at 10 a.m.;
The families of Mrs. 011us
Dinosaur Egg Hunt at campground bathhouse at 1 p.m.; 1Lydia Cain and friends will
have a reunion at the pavillion
Magic Show at hotel meeting
near the playhouse in the Cityroom at 2:30 p.m.; Saturday
Matinee of -Louisiana Story" County Park, Murray, with a
basket dinner to be served
at hotel meeting room at 3:30
p.m.; Junior Naturalist about 12:309.m.
Program, Part II, at front of
Two-Division Speech
htoel at 4:30 p.m.; Egg Toss at
covering
both
campground playground at Institute
6:30 p.m.; Moonlight Trail forensics and interpretation
will be held through July 28 at
Ride with cost being $5 at
Murray State University.
riding stables at 7:30 p.m.;
Disco at hotel meeting room at
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at,13.,30 p.m.

Murray-Calloway
County
Jaycees' Fair events will
include Farm Bureau DaSr• at
Carmel
United
Mt.
10 a.m. and 4 Wheel Drive Pull
Methodist Church will hold its
at 7 p.m.
annual homecoming.

Three Days.
Three Dinners.
One SpecialPrice.
TUESDAY

Sizzlin Sirloin Steak Dinner.

MONDAY

Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon on Wednesday at
the Murray Country Club
should be made by today with
Carol Boaz.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
'Parents Anonymous.will not
meet but for assistance call
759-4875 or 759-1792.
Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
University, will meet at at 7
p.m- at Ordway Hall. For
information call 762-6851.
Swim Guest Day for fourth
through sixth grades will be
he'd
he Oaks Country Club.
Blood River WMU Quarterly meeting will be held at
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
at 10 a.m.
Student Exhibits in Prints
by Mary O'Leary, Louisville,
and Deborah Carr, Belleville,
HI., will be on display through
Aug. 3 at the Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
Sketching Workshop will be
held at Empire .Farm, Land
Between the Lakes,from 2 to 4
p.m.
Tuesday,July 24
Oak Grove WMU will meet
with Pauline Story at 8 p.m.
Murray-Calloway
County
Senior Citizens Board meeting
will be at 1:30 p.m. at the new
,board office, 106 North Fourth
Street.

Marcos Misses
Payment On
Tufts'Fund
MEDFORD, Mass. ( AP)For
the second
year,
Philippine President Ferdinand E. Marcos has missed
a $500,000 payment toward a
$1.5 million fund his wife
promised for the study of East
Asian and Pacific Affairs at
Tufts University.
We haven't received any of
the capital payments," said
Dean Theodore Eliot of Tufts'
Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy.
Eliot, said, however, that
Marcos was making $75,000a-year interest payments.
A $500,000 installment, the
second of three scheduled
between 1978 and 1980, was not
paid by the June 30 due date,
said Eliot.
Imelda Rornualdez Marcos
visited Tufts in October 1977 to
accept an award from the
board of trustees and to announce the establishment of
the fund. Students and some
faculty members protested
Tufts' acceptance of the chair
because'of Marcos' martiallaw government and its
alleged violation of the rights
of political prisoners.

Chopped Steak
Dinner

HUNT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Hunt,
1508 Hermitage Drive, Murra,
are the parents of a baby boy,
Jeremy Edward, weighing
eight pounds two ounces, born
on Friday, June 72, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The ,lather is co-owner of
Dennison-Hunt Sporting
Goods. The mother, the former lanette. Underwood, is a
fifth grade teacher at the
Murray Middle School.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace Hunt of Paducah
and Mrs. Herbert Underwood
of Murray. Great grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jess
Beard of Draffenville.

WEDNESDAY
•

Chicken Fried
Steak Dinner.

Then.each day.- you ye got your.n taainn
of a Baked Potato or French Fries. Toast.
any Drink, and a trip to:our Soup 'n
Salad Bar

SIRLOIN STOCKADE.
Quality that keeps you condo back.
Bel-Air Center
Murray

& Sun

ROGER MOORE
.tAMES BOND
001'

MOONRAKER
Cop, Late Shim if, t Sat
40
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West- Greathouse
Engagment Announced

" CLINT EASTWOOD
ESCAPE FROM ALCATRAZ

Mr. and Mrs. Henry K. West of Franklin, formerly of
Hazel, announce the engagement and forthcoming marriage
of their daughter, Pamela Kaye to Alvin Paul Greathouse,
son of Mrs. John Morgan of Midway and Glen Greathouse of
Lexington.
The bride-elect is a 1973 graduate of Franklin-Simpson
High School. She received her bachelor degree in elementary
and kindergarten education in December 1975 from the
University of Kentucky and will receive her master of arts
degree in elementary guidance and counseling from Eastern
Kentucky University in August 1979. She has taught first
grade for the Paris Independent School system for the past
three years.
Mr. Greathouse is a 1970 graduate from Lafayette High
School in Lexington. He received his bachelor degree in
health and physical education from Morehead State University in December 1974. Presently, • he is a self-employed
blacksmith on horse farms in and around Fayette county.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, July 28, at 7:00 p.m.
( EDS Time I at the Midway Christian Church in Midway,
Kentucky. with a reception to follow. Allfriends and relatives
are invited.

Electric Fans Selling
Faster Than Production
By LES SEAGO
Associated Press Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) For a company that wouldn't
believe fans had gone the way
of the buggy whip, President
Carter's call for energy
conservation is icing on a cake
already layered by nostalgia.
. Electric fans are selling so
fast the 1,100 employees of
Memphis'
Hunter
Fan
Division of Robbins and Myers
Corp. are having problems
keeping up with demand. Joe
Harriman, Hunter's fan
product manager, said this
week, "Our business is 68
-times what it was just a few
years ago."
One reason for the fan's
revival today is simple
economics.
"You can operate a ceiling
fan for the same money as a
60-watt light bulb," said
Harriman. "They supplement
air conditioning. You ran set

your thermostat on 80
degrees, like the president
wants us to do, and a fan can
make it seem like 72......
Company policy prevented
him from saying just how
many fans the firm produces.
But he said the biggest seller
is a ceiling fan straight out of
the pre-air conditioning days
when they were part of the
decor in drug stores atid
neighborhood groceries.
"It's, hard to believe,"
Harriman said. "The energy
crisis didn't precipitate this,
but it isn't hurting us at all."
Hunter has been making
electric fans of all types since
1903.
The business was becalmed_
when air conditioners became
common. But about 10 years
ago, the fan bug began biting.
"I can't explain it, but all of
a sudden in the early 70s,
people started buying ceiling
fans," Harriman said. "We
think it was nostalgia...."

DecuLA
"Abigail Van Buren
By 'Abigail

Wedding Scratched,
Hosts Get Jockeyed
DEAR ABBY: A friend of my husband's asked us if
he and
his girlfriend could be married in our apartment.
They are
both divorced and seemed very well suited to
each other.
We saw the lady only once, since she lives in
another city.
I went to a lot of trouble, decorating my
home with
flowers and arranging for music, food and wine
for 22
guests.
Exactly one hour before the wedding was te take
place,
the man called to say that they decided to
"postpone" the
wedding for a while. He gave no reason.
•
Abby, this wedding was to be our wedding gift to the
couple, but since the wedding never came off, there is no
reason
to give them a wedding gift, right?
Would we be out of line to send this man a bill for
what
the party cost us? My husband said we should skip
it.
STEAMED IN CALIF.
DEAR STEAMED: If the man is a gentleman he
should
offer to reimburse you. If he doesn't offer, skip it.
DEAR ABBY: I r,iised four children, and when the
one got married I thought, that at last, Dad and I could last
take
it easy.
No such luck. In fact,, it's worse than ever. The
two married girls bring me their husbands' Shirts to do up,
and my
new daughter-in-law brings me ALL her laundry.
Dad and I can't go anywhere to fish on weekends
we always have a couple of our five grandchildren because
with us.
This place is getting to be more like a motel, with
meals
and laundry service every day. How can I drop a
hint broad.
enoughto get out from under this load?
TIRED IN TACOMA
DEAR TIRED: A "hint"? That's like using a BB gun
when
you need a cannon. Call a summit meeting and tell
your
the kitchen is closed and so is the laundry and free kids
babysitting service. Do it now, while there is still time
to enjoy
yourselves, or you'll die in harness.
DEAR ABBY; _Last weekend our children, two boys, 15
and 16, went to visit their grandparen4S: I have a Saturday
job, butilecided to surprise my husband, so-I worked only
half a day and hurried home; / was theIne•who was surprised when I went into my bedroom and found Jim in bed with
his best friend - a man! I couldn't believe my eyes:. His
friend (I'll call him Joe)left immediately and Jim and I had
a
long talk. He said he had always been gay, and married
me
(at 19) because he thought I could "cure" him, but he
ne,ver
stopped seeing men. Jim said he loves me but not as deeply
as he loves Joe.
I never suspected a thing, Abby. We always had terrific
sex, but I don't think I could ever sleep with him again. He's
a loving husband and a great father and we had 18 wonderful
years. I don't hate him. I'm in total shock. What should I do?
And what should I tell our"sons?
DESPERATE WIFE
DEAR WIFE: Give Jim up graciously. He has already
made a choice, either consciously or unconsciously. If
your
husband doesn't tell his sons the truth,eyou tell them if
they
ask. No lies or cover-up Bisexuality is a filet of life
that can
occur in any family.
DEAR ABBY. I writ i . i.s ou twice and you never answer.
What -does a person ha•.,
aa, to-get a-letter from "Dear
Abby"?
DISAPPOINTED IN YOU
DEAR DISAPPOINTED All a person must do to get a
letter from me is enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write Abby:
132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose SI and a
long, stamped 428 cents), seleaddressed envelope, please.

r

HEALTH

Problems with milk

Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.

DEAR DR.'LAMB - My
system cannot handle milk
and milk products so I quit
consuming them, but I've
continued to have gas and
rumbling bowels and diarrhea anyway. I have been
using a liquid nondairy
creamer and it contaips hydrogenated soybean oil.
In your Health Letter,
Milk Products: Good And
Bad, number 7-2, you said
-that there were soybean substitutes that you could use
for milk, but you also said
that some of the soybean
solids contain triple sugars
and can't be digested either,
and if you get too many of
these products that they can
cause the same symptoms
that you get from the undigested double sugar lactose
that's in milk.

Grace Gets
Sun While
In States-OCEAN CITY, N.J.(AP)-Princess Grace of Monaco,the
former American actress
Grace Kelly, is getting the sun
at this New Jersey shore
resort south of Atlantic City.
"It's only a short stay," said
the 49-year-old princess. "I'll
be leaving July 19 and will be
returning to Monaco by the
end of the month," she said.
Princess Grace said it was
relaxing to return to the
seaside house where she spent
her childhood summers.
—.The princess, who married
Monaco's Prince Rainer III in
1956, grew up the daughter of a
bricklayer in Philadelphia's
Germantown section. Her
brother, John Kelly Jr., is a
Philadelphia councilman.

I'd like to know if the
soybean products in the nondairy creamer I'm using on
my cereal may be causing
me to have gas and could
you recommend a good nondairy creamer without any
soybean products in it?
DEAR READER You've pretty well stated the
problem. As almost everyone knows, the entire bean
group, referring to mature
bean seeds, are a major
source of gas. There are
many people who can't eat
beans without having this
problem.
Mature bean seeds, and
that includes soybeans, do
contain triple sugars. We
just don't have an enzyme in
our digestive system to
break these down. Since you
can only absorb single sugars, these aren't absorbed.
These unabsorbed sugars
have a laxative type action
which results in drawing
fluid into the intestine and
allowing fermentation to
occur. The end result is gas,
cramps and diarrhea. There
seems to be marked differences in tolerance to bean
products and about the only
way a person can find out is
to try it and see.
There are a number of
good milk substitutes made
from soybean products and
they do work for some people. ProSobee is one of these
and it's usually found with
the infant foods but it is
made from soybeans and it

will cause gas in some peo-ple, but not in all.
Other readers who want
more information on milk
intolerance can send for The
Health Letter number 7-2
that you have. Send 50 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to me,in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Another solution is to use
milk that's been treated.
Perhaps the best approach
available at this writing is
the use of Lact-Aid. In some
places you can find milk
that's already been treated
with this but otherwise there
are little packets of the enzyme that you can add to the
milk and let it stay in the
refrigerator until the enzyme has broken down the
double sugar. If you can't
find these little packets of
enzymes in your grocery
store or health food store,
you can write to the SugarLow Company, 3540 Atlantic
Avenue, Atlantc City, New
Jersey 08404.
About the only other suggestion that I can make is
that you might learn to use
something else with your
cereal such as fruit and fruit
juices. That leaves you without a good source of calcium
and if you can't use milk or
milk products or some of the
soybean milk substitutes,
then you should be taking
some calcium supplements
to avoid a calcium deficiency.

Mrs. Major Opens Home
For Magazine Club Members

Before a summer recess in
July and August, Mrs. William
S. Major opened her home to
members of the Magazine
Club for luncheon on June 78.
Guests ,were Mrs.- Gladys
Street and Mrs. Virginia
Donelson of Cadiz.
The business meeting was
conducted by the president
Mrs. R. F. Dixon. The
problem of garbage dumping
PASCHALL BOY
on county roads was brought
Mr. and Mrs. Kennith Lyle up by
Mrs. W. Z. Carter and
Paschall, Route 1, Puryear, hIrs.
Tass Hopson was apTenn., announce the birth of a pointed
to investigate the
baby boy, Kevin Royce, matter.
weighing nine pounds, born on
Devotions given by Mrs. L.
Thursday, July 12, at the J. Hortin
were based on a
Henry
General religionCounty
patriotic theme. She
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
mentioned "that the heritage
The mother is the former and
foundation of our country
Myrtle Jannette Vickery.
were built on spiritual faith.

Symbols of this faith are our
Constitution, the Liberty Bell
on
which scripture is
engraved and our flag whose
day is June 14. Now these
tenets are being threatened by
radicals such as Madelyn
O'Hare who came to Kentucky
recently to address the
Kentucky Atheist Club." --••
Miss Frances Brown gave a
portrayal of the life and works
of famed architect Frank
Lloyd Wright. She showed
slides of some of his designs of
churches and homes which
incorporate his philosophy
that every building should
grace the environment - not
disgrace it. Frank Lloyd
Wright died in 1959 at the age
of 90 but he remains eminent
in architectural circles.
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SECRETARIES - The Murray Chapter of the National Secretaries installed five new
members at the meeting held July 16 at the North Branch of the Peoples Bank. New
members pictured with chapter officials are, left to right, front row, Joyce Key, 1978
Membership Chairman, Linda Lester, Jean Fleming, 1979 Membership Chairman, Doris
Rowland, president, back row, Joyce Seavers, Maurita Burkeen, Betty Allbritten, and
Rita Gray.

7-12-79
Newborn Admissions
Winn, Baby Boy (Karen),
1236 W. Broadway, Mayfield,'
Surrency, Baby Boy (Constance), 827 Glendale Rd.,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Imogene A. Allen, Rt. 3
Bx. 381, Cadiz, L. V. Blanton,
506 N. 1st, Murray. Mrs.
Corrine D. Foster, Bx. 124,
Hazel, Mrs. L. Nell Anderson,
606 Broad St. Ext., Murray,
Mrs. Donna R. Joyner and
Baby Boy, 2002 Red Oak Dr.,
Paris, Tenn., Charles E.
Pickering, Rt. 5 Bx. 347,
Benton, Mrs. Patricia A.
Knight, Murray, James G.
Murdock,-Bx. 124, Lynnville,
Mrs. Florence M. Gaede, Rt.7
Bx. 720, Murray, Mrs.
Deborah J. Hall and Baby
Boy, Rt. 2, Hickman, Mrs.

Murray, Mrs. Ruth M.
Convalescent-Diaanissals
1, Puryear, Tenn., Cynthis G.
Holland, Rt. 3, Box 114,
Curtis
90(IL
Crume,
M.
Earl
Hohnson, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Murray, Tonya Kerr, Almo,
Timothy D. McAlister,818 Sha St., Paris, Tenn.
Cleatus V. Fair, CR Box 85,
Wa Circle, Murray, M. Keith
,11/1rs. Rebecca W.
Stricker, 2819 Mara Loma
Churchill, 1507 Cardinal,
Circle, Wooster, Ohio, William
Murray, Mrs. Bernie 0.
7-14-79
D. Cox, Rt. 7, Box 316,
Hooks, Rt. 3, Murray, Hiram
Adults 143
Murray, Mrs. Ina M. Sledd,
Crittendon, Rt. 1, Box 2020,
Nursery 6
1609 Dodson, Murray, Mrs.
Alitio, Mary Daisy Ballard,
No Newborn Admissions
Cindy C. Hargrove, 410 South
126 N. 16th St., Mayfield,
Dismissals
10th St.; Mayfield, Mrs.
Mrs. Shirley A. Martin, 1618 Claude Myers(expired, Rt. 1,
Melissa K. Wright, Rt. 7,
Kirkwood Dr., Murray, Mrs. Hazel, Andrew -tr. Adams
(expired), 4427 Weddell,
Mayfield, Mrs. Marie U. Barbara L. Westerman, Rt. 2,
_Dearborn Heights,Mich.
Workman, Rt. 2, Hazel, Lula Box 129B, Stewart, Tenn.._
Mae Cooper, 108 Spruce, Mrs, Patricia W. Allbritten,
7-13-79
Murray, James H.Shelton,220 Rt. 4, Box 585, Murray, Mrs.
Adults 138
Variety Meats for Vim
South 15th Si,, Murray, Lynn Melissa Fry, 145 Berry St.,
`
Nursery 8
Variety meats, such as beef
Dale Burkeen, Rt. 3 Box 366, Camden, Tenn., Mrs. Bonnie
Newborn Admissions
Baby
Girl Murray, Mrs. 011ie M. S. Burkeen, rt. 2, Box 83A, tongue, liver and kidneys, can
Charlton
Wilson Gantt, Rt. 2, help balance the food budget
( Vaynell ), 115 Jean St., Paris, Beecham, 719 North Poplar, Murray,
Jennifer A. while supplying important vi
35.
Murray,
Box
C.
Myrtle
Mrs.
Tenn.,
Paris,
Tenn., Johnson, Baby Girl,
Wilson, Box 91, Hazel, Mrs. Grogan, Rt. 8, Box 805, tamins and minerals that
Route 1, Hickman.
Alma Valentine, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Julia Lee tribute to vim, vigor and viDismissals
English, 1607 Wiswell Rd., tality.
Harold
Humphreys, Rt. Puryear,Tenn,

Carol J. Doyle, Rt. 6 Bs.
292A3, Murray, Donald R.
York, Rt. 5 Bs. 325A, Murray,
Mrs. Vicki L. Holton, 1553
Oxford, Murray, Roy Earl
Salentine, Rt. 3 Bx. 280,
Murray, Carl Edwards, Rt. 2
Bx 59, Murray, Mrs. Dorothy
M. Feulner, 904 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Lois V. Morris,
RI 3 Bx. 207, Murray, Rupert
C. Pittman, CR Bx. 33, New
Concord, Mrs. Ruby E. Neale,
303 S. 5th, Murray. -
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K mart ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POLICY

OPEN DAILY 9-9; SUNDAY 1-6

OUI firm intention is to have •irefy
in stock on our shelves.
advertised
II an advertised item is not availab1•101
purchase du* to any unforeseen
reason K marl will issue • Rain Check
on request for the merchandise to be
purchased at the sale price whenever
•vailable or will sell you • comparable
quality item at a comparable reduction
In price Our policy is to give our
customers satisfaction always

Your Individual
Horoscope
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your
about
Criticism
venture. Money to be gained
your
dampens
habits
vending
from distant contacts. Utilize
versatility allows
but
mood,
ideas.
innovative
you to snap out of it. You're
What kind of day will CAPRICORN
articulate and full of new
tomorrow be' To find out what
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) WV.
the stars say, read the
Buy a gift for a loved one. ideas.
forecast given for your birth Find something new to do CANCER
21 to July 22)
Sign.
together and avoid con- (June
be so self-critical.
Don't
.
troversial career discussions
make important
You'll
ARIES
Quell inner doubts.
decisions affecting income. Be
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)T
AQUARIUS
on the lookout for that special
Leisure time activities with (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
for the house.
something
family are rewarding. Don't
A do-it-yourself project goes
be offended though if one well, if you don't take LEO
family member has other someone's fealty advice. (July 23 to Aug. 22)44g
Don't cry about spilt milk,
plans. Accent initiative.
Don't let friends distract you
if it regards an
especially
TAURUS
chores.
from self-appointed
unwise expenditure. It's a
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
PISCES
favorable time for new
Talks with family members
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
beginnings. Plan accordingly, _
are productive. Confusion
well.
Creative projects go
financial
joint
VIRGO
marks
Loved ones want to help. Make
dealings. Spur of the moment travel plans, but. be realistic ( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Self-analysis allows you to
local visits bring pleasant about career goals. Invite
to the root of problems.
get
surprises.
others over.
-the-scenes activity is
Behind
GEMINI
an
are
YOU BORN TODAY
by peace and quiet. Be
abetted
,../vlay 21 to June 20)
idealist who must learn to
not lonely.
but
alone
You're in a spending mood translate
into
dreams
now. Trust insights about a do- realities. Music, literature, LIBRA
_n_r2L
it-yourself project. Be honest acting, and sculpture are ( Sept. 23 to Oct. 221Forget about past slights.
with close ones about ex- some of the fields in which you
invitations and plan'
Accept
penditures. No hedging.
can have outstanding success.
round of social
busy
a
for
CANCER
Interested in the public
activity. Get out and par(June 21 to July 22)
for
work
to
like
you
welfare,
You're in an optimistic the benefit of others. High- ticipate in community funcmood. Go along with that strung and sensitive, you tions.
instinct to do something new. suffer when others fail to SCORPIO
Don't let a disgruntled family cooperate with you. Learn not Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nt'415.
Friends seem a trifle
member spoil your happy to take things so personally for
somber, but new career
mood. .
not
Do
success.
your greatest
developments have you on the
LEO
let a need for security keep go. Consult with superiors and
1July 23 to Aug. 22)
you from attempting the
Banish feelings of resent- seemingly impossible. Bir- make new starts towards
ment. Direct energies more thdate of: Alexander Calder, goals.
positively and find new in- sculptor; Jason Robards Jr., SAGITTARIUS
sights about •a domestic actor; and Stephen Vincent (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Don't dwell on business
project. Privacy is refreshing, Benet, author.
problems. You'll gain a fresh
VIRGO
perspective with a change of
(Aug. 23 to Sept.
FOR MONDAY,JULY 23, 1979
scenery. Make travel plans
A private discussion with a
What kind of day will and catch up on cultural infriend brings happy Jesuits.
Local visits lead to new tomorrow be? To find out what terests.
friendships, though forego the stars say, read the CAPRICORN
forecast given for your birth (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) id
parties at your place.
Sign.
Downplay a critical atLIBRA
titude. Devote energies to
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)business veptures. Consult
A friend has a business ARIES
eller
with banks and raise needed
proposition. Avoid signing I Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
contracts, but do capitalize on' New developments re heart capital. Initiate savings
an opportunity to increase interests, creative projects, projects.
earnings. Accent career goals. and children make this a AQUARIUS
pleasant time. Save time far (Jan. 20 teFeb. 18)
SCOR$10
Lift the spirit.% of partners
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) FILfts hobbies and leisure activities.
and close allies. Your energy
Get in touch with business TAURUS
_ will do much to make them
t
contacts at a distance. An (Apr. 20 to May 20)
A small worry re children's forget about a finanZral seturge to go places has you
making travel . plans, but interests. You may not feel up' back. Accent togetherness.
to a lunch date, but important PISCES
doublecheck costs.
domestic decisions are in the (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) >(
SAGITTARIUS
offing.
Forget about diversions for
Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
a while and concentrate on
An envious friend may be GEMINI
how to make your daily
skeptical about a business (May 21 to June 20)
routine._ more productive.
Begin new work projects.
FOR SUNDAY,JULY 22, 1979
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1-LB. • BRACH'S - CANDY

n

-

so

new seaBasic pullons in for now
Great
son colors
fall Favorite
and into Misses'
sizes
polyester.

OO

Our 1.27 Bag
Royals. Toffee
or Burgundy'

Ea

BLANK CASSETTES
Our Reg. 2.17
Pkg. of 3, 60-min.
tape cassettes

BATHROOM
CLEANERS

LISTERINE
MOUTHWASH

our 93e-97e

2 Days Only

580
BOYS'
BLUE JEANS

SAVE
2.77

48-0z.'
228
Antiseptic gargle and mouthwash for oral
hygiene. Save

To clean, deodorize, disinfect the bathroom and toilet
bowl. Save
2-0z.*
1
7/

'F1. Oz

•Net on

Our Reg. 7.77

CARPET
FRESH

$5

PLASTIC
BROOM

-

Our Reg. 2 27

Our Reg. 1.96

• Style of the old west,
Indigo cotton denim
leans with 2 patch rear
Pockets. Regular or
slim." Shop at Kmart

_3
3-Pack

137

1

28 14431.

Long-wearing
washable
broom with 10
polypropylene
bristles Save

Rug and room
deodorizer
Easy clean-up
with vacuum

Satisfaction Always! That's the Big K mart Difference!

noep-

Onurrs
REFINISHING & CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
built Furnitur?
Refinishing 8 Repairs
Brass Hardware
_
Also
Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets or
Give Your Old Cabinets a New Fore
Without Tearing Them Out
mormv
Cus iorr.

111%,et .1%

491-88

neihrlind wird

telhi re**

We are very pleased to
announce that Donna McCord, bride-elect of Mike
Cathey has selected her pot- wry, crystal and accessories
from our complete bridal
-

r

YOU BORN TODAY are
often attracted to businesses
allied with the arts. You like
work which caters to the
public and would make an
a
of
excellent owner
restaurant or hotel. Law,
medicine, brokerage, and
banking are some of the other
fields in which you'll succeed.
Do not let an easygoing attitude cause you to neglect the
development of your talents.
Social contacts, though, are
often instrumental in your
success. Writing, broadcasting, theater and design
also appeal to you. Do not get
discouraged, if at first you
don't succeed! Birthdate of:
Raymond Chandler, writer;
Don Drysdale, baseball star;
and Vincent Sardi Jr.,
restaurateur.

/Pr.
stretchn
Orlon' acrylic cus
with
socks
nylon
ifoot comiort.
DuPont
• Rim of

The Showcase
7534541

121 8y.Psis

040

4A RAVI
1410 14

M(4pliggre WI

REPRINTS FROM KODAK
OR FOCAL NEGATIVES
220 Each

'

Our Reg. 48'

3$
Skeins

'as, TY of DuPont

MAYFIELD PATIENT
Patty Jones of Murray
Route 1 was dismissed July 1
from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.

Our 1.67- 2.82
Eveready 2-pack.0 3
1 4
AAA or 9-V power cell,
1 67
AA 4-Pack

70-YD CARON
RUG YARN

Coforfas4. machine
wash Dacron polyester White. colors
1 6-oz Shop now

Nana-and -Mike will b.-- married September 11. 1979.

ALKALINE BATTERIES

Sold in Auio Dept
Sold o SPoellne Goole MO

IffERN AND-DATTERY OUT Reg. $4.33

Rust-proof lantern 6V battery
Save at Kmart

97

_
_
PRIMERS
- -SANDABLE
Sale Price
Aertisol in sandable grey or
black or red

VET
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Murray Business News Briefs
13 To Leave July 26

State Businessmen To Go To China

Minnen's, women's clothing has just opened its second Murray store in the Olympic
Plaza. The new stores staff pictured from lift are, Sherrie Bentley, store manager, and
store clerks, Tammie Pierce, Lisa Coy, Jan Rose, Sharon Greenfield, and Linda Taylor.
The new store is celebrating it's grand opening with a special sale through Sunday.

Olympic Plaza Store Second
In City For Minnen's Clothing Minnen's, womens clothing
store, has just opened their
second Murray store in the
Olympic Plaza. The Grand
Opening of their eighth store is
being celebrated with a
special sale in which all eight
stores participate through
Sunday.
Lionel Minnen president of
Minnen's and Brad Minnen,
district manager, spoke
highly of Murray, "We've
been in Murray for five years
with our Bel-Air Center Store
and it's acceptance has been
very good. We're opening our
second Murray store so we
can improve our services for
our customers."
The jingle for all the stores

is "More for your Money
honey." "This is a slogan we
try to live by," stated Brad
Minnen. "We strive to offer
the best possible „selection,
high quality merchandise, for
the lowest possible price," he
added.
Each of the eight stores,
located in Paducah, Lone Oak;
Mayfield & -Murray, has a
different personality even
though they all carry the same
inventory. "If a customer
see's something in one store
and it's the wrong size or
color, we can call any of the
other seven stores arid most
likely get what they want,"
stated Minnen.
The new store manager is

Selling Surplus Gauze Opened the Door
Wouldn't you think that
six tons of army surplus gauze
bandage would be a burden
rather than
a bargain —
at any price?
Not to
young Arthur
Towner who,
in 1923, was
the headquarters..
manager of
Foster G.
the year-old
McGaw,
American AHSC Founder
Hospital Supply Corporation
in Chicago.
Towner got wind of an
Army surplus sale being held
in New York to dispose of
bandages nobody wanted because of the odd sizes — three
and four inches wide on rolled
• bolts
-and bought 12,500
pounds.
Working late into several
nights, Towner and Foster G.
McGaw, founder of-the fledgling corporation, cut the bandage into one and one-and-ahalf inch strips and packaged it
under the firm's Tomac
Offered at many cents a
pound below the prevailing
market price — but well above
the original cost — the ehtire
stock of bandages was snapped
up in shore order by mid western hospital clients who
were even then extremely
conscious of ways to reduce
hospital costs.
Today, 55 years after
marlair
Asames

i

Sherri Bentley. A native of
Murray, Mrs. Bentley was the
manager of the Shoe Loft,
formerly Thom McCan Shoes.
Minnens is open from 10
a.m. till 9 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 1 p.m. till
5 p.m. on Sundays.

"Like most Americans, we which makes sophisticated
probably won't be ready to go blood analysis equipment to a
until the minute before the Louisville meat processing
plane leaves," said Cary operation.
Blankenship, an international
Cost of the trip will be about
trade economtst for the state.
$2,500. each, mostly for air
Only the third state to be fare. The group's itinerary is
invited to the People's strictly up to Chinese officials,
_Republic of China, Kentucky who often change and
will dispatch a 13-member reschedule appointments.
delegation of businessmen,
on engineering and
Talks nt. are to be held
scholars add state officials to. °equipme
in
China on Jut),2.6,
Peking; trips.to Shanghai and
•Blankenship, a member of a central China mining
the delegation, is helping operation are tentatively
coordinate the two-and-a-half scheduled.
week trip, which will be led by
The four companies sending
Carroll Knicely, state conimerce commissioner. The representatives may not come
trade mission will target the back with firm orders. "I
coal industry, but state of- cant guarantee they'll make
ficials believe it also will open sales and the companies know
the door for other Kentucky it. They're going because
when you want to sell
companies.
The dozen Kentucky firms equipment, you've got to send
involved in mining equipment salesmen and engineers,"
Blankenship said.
manufacturing were 'asked if
they wanted to beineiudgd ip
- In preparation, the Chinese
the China trip;,...lour ar
have received three sets of
sending representatives. The technical proposals on each
firms are: National Mine company, including inService
Co., Greernup; formation which has been
American
Mine
Tool, translated into chinese. The
papers include such details as
Madisonville; Ortner Freight
the geological construction of
Car Co., Covington, and
Thompson
Bit Service, coal seams in China."We did
our homework "a
Henderson.
- nd the
Chinese know it," BlankenIn addition, state officials
ship said.
will try to aid 15 to 20 other
American Mine Tool, which
Kentucky businesses that
makes tungsten carbide
have good prospects of
eventually exportiKg to China. drilling bits, hopes to import
tungsten ore, a commodity
These companies range from
that is now difficult to obtain,
a Northern Kentucky firm

More People
Reaching 100
Beo.een 1974 and 1978, the
flOmberef people 100 years molder
in the 1:.S"."1tIttilSed -43peeni•
notes the American Council ofLife
Insurance, making •cehtenarians
one. of the fastest growing segments,
of the population.
There were 8.317 centenarian9
in 1974, according to Social Security Administration statistics, but
this group increased to 11,922 by
1978.
:Fifty-four persons in every
10.000 will live to NO. but 279 in
10.000 will survive to age 95.note,
the Council.. -Women also seem to
have a better chant of living to
100. as seven out of Ii) centenarian,
today are women.the Council says

Otasco has just named Ray
Landers as the new Murray
store manager. Landers started with Otasco in Cape
Girardeau, March 1973. He
then transferred to Murray
in June 1976 as assistant
manager. Ray and his wife
Linda have one son Norman,
12, and live in Almo.

Towner's bandage coup,
AHSC markets 58 kinds of
rolled gauze bandages — along
with more than 115,000
other health care products,
of which it manufactures
25,000.
It employes more than
28,000 people in serving its
more than 107,000 customers
worldwide. Annual sales,
which totaled $ 76,000 the
first year of operation,
reached nearly one-and-a-half
billion dollars in 1977. `
Towner's six tons of gauze
Pleasure driving to farbandages wouldn't stretch away places must be curtailed
very far in filling American as gas-saving measures but
Hospital Supply Corporation's Murray
residents are forcurrent worldwide bandage
to
have
good
orders, but his foresight and tunate
alertness to opportunity is restaurants within easy
driving range. One pleasant
excursion would be to drive to
Cadiz and have dinner at
CAMERON HIGHLANDER
HOUSE located on Jefferson
St. near the park.
The owner and manager is
Mrs. Analu Baker Cameron,a
graduate of the University of
Kentucky who holds a degree
in Home Economics and she
has had experience in
Institutional Foods from work
at Fort Campbell. She is acreflected today in the com- claimed as a hostess as is her
pany's underlying philosophy mother
Mrs. Lucy Broadbent
of promptly and innovatively
responding to the needs" of Baker.
the health care industry.

Cameron Highlander
House In Cadiz Makes
A Pleasant Excursion'
The restaurant is housed in
a white, frame. turn-of-thecentury house, the interior
decorated in Scottish motif
and the Cameron clan flag
flies at the gate. Each of the
three dining room,s, seapng P1
patrons, has plaidclan border
emphasis and clan flags adorn
the walls.
Some of the specialties of
the house are Broadkent
*country ham, skilletAffied
chicken, homemade breads.,
savory vegetables and salads
with zesty dressings.
Cameron Highlander House
is open every day except
Monday with continuous
service on Sundays from 11:30
a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Your
patronage will be welcomed.

and visas for presentation at
the same time was difficult.
Blankenship said members of
the delegation have been
sternly cautioned about the
strict social standarts of
China — requuing correct
behavior at a!I times. "We're
putting our best foot forward.
You've gut to. If you
misbehave, you won't be in-

vited back," Blankenship
said.
Like any appreciative
guests, the delegates will
present gifts to Chinese coal
officials before they leave for
Kentucky. Appropriately, the
presents are scrolls with the
lyrics of "My Old Kentucky
Home," printed in both
Chinese and English.

a

The formal opening of Byron's Discount Pharmacy in the Olympic Plaza was held this
week Pictured in the ribbon cutting ceremry are (from left) Roy McKendree,
iyho
will manage the pharmacy: lim Johnson, executive vice president of the Murray Chamber of Commerce; Pat Chandler, employee:' Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley; Sherri
Kelley, employee; and Byron Forbes, owner. Forbes said it will be one of the most
complete drug stores in the area with the main purpose being health and beauty aids.
He added the store will have a complete department of camera equipment and that
store volume will increase to meet the customers' needs.

Radio Shack Sales Increase In June
FORT WORTH, TX — The president of Tandy."Our June
"Contrary to industry original TRS-80, we felt should
U.S. Radio Shack division of old-store gains scored the opinion," he concluded,
"cuts be
passed
along
to
Tandy Corporation recorded second highest percentage on Model I had been
planned customers."
June sales of $83,023,000, a 19 increase of the entire
12- despite the late May iii-percent gain over sales of month period.
troduction of Model II, and
$69,666,000 in June 1978. Sales "Two strong promotiona potential competition
from Ti
l
of U:S. Radio Shack stores in. elements were a
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price •and other new producers.
existence more than one year reduction 1 sale
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rose 17 percent during June Model I computer systems -mark in system
Murray Business
sales, cos,
1979.
and an audio sales contest for effectiveness
had
been
Community
Radio Shack's parent our
managers," Kornfeld reached which, after ,nearly
company, Tandy Corporation,
two years of merketing the
revealed.
announced consolidated sales
Immom
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r
for the month of June were
$100,474,000, an increase of 19
We've
percent over sales of
Got
$84,467,000 for the same month
Your net worth is the —
the Shield
last year.
total of all your assets
Preliminary sales for the
less the total of all debts
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fiscal year ended June 30,
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1979, subject to audit adcourse, you can't put
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justments, were 11.215 billion,
your hands on that net
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15 percent ahead of the $1.059
amount but year-to-year
billion reported in fiscal 1978.
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by Bill Boyd
a good indication of your
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While you're out of town on vacation,
you needn't worry about our paper stacking
up on you're front steps advertising the
fact that you're gone. You also needn't
miss all the hometown news. You're business is important to -us and we can change ,
our schedule to fit your vacation needs.
We can send the paper to you or save them
for your return. And,if you want us to stop and restart it, we can do that too. We are a
service and we want your business.
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Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to

You may qualify for
Allstate's Good Driver
Rates and be entitled to
some discounts; too
Call me and compare

Alls
tates.'
you.reingoodh,nd
Allstate Insurlflp.Co •

Minnens
_ Byron's Discount Pharmacy
Ray Landers

and also sell equipment in
China. Joint ventures and
technology are other aims for
Kentucky companies interested in China.
However,:past getting ready to depart has caused
headaches. Since those in the
trade mission normally do
much overseas traveling, just
rounding up their passports
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LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) — Step into
the Good Foods Co-op here and you'll
think you've stumbled on a general
store from another era.
Food is packaged simply. Brown
paper sacks of flour and rice are
stacked on wooden shelves; dried beans
and legumes are stored in barrels; tea
and spices are kept in big glass jars.
Recycled refrigerators line the walls,
packed with butter and eggs, soybean
cakes and yoghurt. Small freezers hold
whole-grain breads and ice cream.
But the biggest difference between
most modern supermarkets and Good
Foods or any any food cooperative in
Kentucky is reflected in what you pay.
The Lexington co-op marks up food
products 30 percent over cost, but
members can cut from 10 to 20 percent
off that price by working at the store.
A membership in the cooperative
costs $6 per household, with annual
dues of $3.
Ten percent discounts go to members
who work at the coop a minimum of two
hours a month; Those who put in at
least two hours a week at the store earn
a 20 percent discount.
Good Foods is one of about 15
cooperative food stores in Kentucky.
Organizers say it is the largest.
Founded about six years ago, the
cooperative is growing rapidly and now
serves some 1,200 households. About 80
new members join each month, according to co-manager Stephen
Zabielski.
He says the main drawing card for

Washington Today

By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Spectal Correspondent

Carter's Man
WASHINGTON (AP) — Every
president has his right-hand man, and
Hamilton Jordan was Jimmy Carter's
long before the president named him
White House chief of staff.
Carter hadn't planned on having a
'staff chief in his White House. Instead,
his top assistants were supposed to
function as spokes of a wheel. But the
wheel was squeaky, and the president
decided he had to change his way of
doing business as part of the effort to
revive his leadership.
Jordan said the idea of naming hilt
chief of staff had come up before,"but I
resisted it, and the president was not
convinced we should do it."
Carter's reasons dated back to his

Funny
Funny World
Wichita, Kan. — Jay Swanson,
finance chairman for Kansas attorney
general candidate Robert Stephan,
found out what it's really like to dig for
_
depletions.
A $125 campaign contribution — in
coins — was delivered Thursday night
in a half-gallon jar filled with honey.
The gooey donation came from
William DeVore, a friend of Swanson
and Stephan, who decided that he
wanted Stephan "to work for" a contribution he Owed.,
So Swanson got to work in his
basement separating the coins fromtthe
honey. His reaction?'7"We're desperate for contributions.
We need all we can get."

(Eagle)

Letter To The Editor

Scout Camp
Dear Editor,
Last week was Day Camp for seventy
four Girl Scouts of Murray and
Calloway County.
I would like to express my appredation for all those who made Day
Camp such a great success. Parker
Food Market, Thurman Furniture
Store, Black's Decorating,. Ems
Interiors, Hutson's Chemical, The
Murray Ledger & Times, Peoples Bank
of Murray, Trenholm's, Lubie and
Reba's Super Burger, Dairy Queen, Bill
Ford, Rob Edd Parrish, The Parks
Department, The Health Department,
and Flav-o-rich Inc.
Also a warm thank you for The Senior
Citizens for their afternoon of quilting
lessons; Ethel Walker, Verona Grogan,
Hazel Locke, Lolla Boyd, Lillie Miller,
Erma Lovett, Mina Ramsey, Clara
Henicke, Nellie Bell and Madie
Vaughn.
I want to thank The Leaders for their
time and patience; Sue Ford Camp
Director, Kathleen Herndon Coordinator, Cindy Carson, Judy R. Jones,
Sherry Hutson, Carolyn Anderson,
Patricia Parrish, Jean Hamilton. Judy
Jones, Cafolyn Scott, Denise Eversmeyer, Mary Thibodeaux, Tracy
Borge, Samantha Wilder, and Angie
Hamilton.
Thank You
Sandra Parrish
Business Director
Murray Day Camp
Rt. 2, Box 194-A
Murray, Ky. 42071

campaign days and te his experience as
governor of Georgia.
Politically, there was an advantage
to retiring the title and the role held by •
H. R. Haldeman as chief of staff to
President Richard M. Nixon.
Carter's was to be an open
presidency, and Haldeman has written
that he purposely used his power as
staff chief to build a wall around Nixon.
"I did not have a single chief of staff
as governor," Carter said when he was
campaigning for president. "I had, I
would say, three or four persons who
had equal responsibilities for different
aspects of my own duties. And I would
probably continue that approach as
president."
He tried it for VI years, but the
Carter people now concede that what
worked at the statehouse doesn't suffice
at the White House.
Instead, the lack of a top lieutenant
with the kind of power now delegated to
Jordan seems to have erected another
kind of wall isolating the president.
. Carter's time and attention apparently were being diverted too often
by internal disputes among administration eides and Cabinet
members, and by other matters that
really didn't demand MA personal involvement.
The president said in his July 15
address to the nation that he had found
himself speaking too frequently about
matters of concern to the government
and to Washington, and means to spend
more time from now on listening to the
people and addressing their concerns.
Now Jordan is to deal with the in4 need settling.
house differences8
decisions which
Jordan said that S
in the past have gone to the president
will, instead, be his to make.
Carter is said to have told the rest of
the White House staff that from now on,
they should act on Jordan's decisions as
if they came from the preSident personally.
In addition, Jordan is to become a
gatekeeper, deciding when Cabinet
members arW other presidential aides
really do need to see Carter.

Bible Thought
"I will publish the name of the
Lord: ascribe ye greatneWunto our
God." Deuteronomy 32:3
_
, Moses, at tt•C end of his life, finally
recognized fully ,the greatness of his
God. Put your trust in Him, and you.
too, can share Mors' convictions.
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most people is the chance to buy top
quality, wholesome foods at loser
costs.
Because of its Size, the cooperative
employs several store workers and
managers.
However, a cooperative need not
resemble a multi retail venture as the
Good Foods operation does. Small.
groups of people can form their own
cooperatives without any need for paid
help.
Zabielski said that all it takes to start
a cooperative is one person who's
willing to work at getting his or her
III
neighbors interested in the idea.
The people in a cooperative decide
what kind, and how much food they
want to purchase and split up among
themselves.
Co-op members must work out
arrangements for transporting food
and for dividing up large quantities into
smaller portions.
Zabielski urged any Kentuckians who
are interested in starting a cooperative
to call or write Good Foods.
"We could save them from so many
mistakes, and tell them who to buy
from," Zablelsld said.
He said the main reason that more
cooperatives have not been started in
Kentucky is lack of organization.
Some people associate cooperatives
with hippies, he added, and are afraid
conditions are unsanitary because
cooperatives generally don't look like
modern supermarkets.
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By Ken via
The story is told ( by Plutarch) of how
one Indian ruler turned aside the
military might of the great ancient
conqueror of the Mediterranean world,
Alexander the Great.
When Alexander reached the large
and fertile lands of King Taxiles, the
Indian prince greeted him with these
words:

••••

„At

—
/ARM
signiAiintgo

Copley News Service

What occasion is there for wars
between you and me, if you are not
come to take from us our water and
other necessities of life, the only
things that reasonable men will
take up arms for? As to gold and
silver, and other possessions, if I
am richer than you, I am willing to
oblige you with a part; if I am
poorer, I have no objection to
sharing in your bounty.
Alexander was so enchanted with this
frank response that he not only let the
Indian ruler escape "without a conflict" but also gave him a thousand
talents as a token of his generosity.
This isn't bad horse-trading.
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Looking Back

(.4 Column of historical and genealogical

anecdotes. stories and ,farnilv notes.)

The Wilkinson Family
I am often asked where I find the
material for this column, and that's not
an easy question to answer. Although I
do get material from many of the books
that have been written about Kentucky,
especially Western Kentucky, much of
my material comes from information
written by people about their own
families — letters, Bible records, and
interviews.
The material on the Wilkinson family
that I am using today is from the
vertical file of the Special Collections at
Murray State University. These files
are organized by family name and
contain a wide variety of things, from
Xeroxed copies of articles to handwritten scraps of paper. This information was written in a letter by
Mrs. Cornelia Bartee to Charlotte
Pulliam in 1940.
Edward Tillotson Wilkinson of Cadiz
belonged to Co. F, 50th Tennessee
Regiment. He served under Captain
A.C. Richard and Colonel Sugg. He was
taken prisoner at Fort Donelson,
carried to Chicago (to the Federal
prison), exchanged,sent South and took
part in the Battle of Franklin, Tennessee.
His brother, Charles Thomas
Wilkinson,served in the 14th Tennessee
Regiment under Colonel Forbes of
Clarksville, Tennessee. This regiment
served under General Lee and took part
in all battles around,Richmond. He was
very young —17— when he volunteered
for service and' was wounded, but
served the duration, 1860, to 1865.
My mother said when he came home
from the service, he was ragged,filthy,
lousy, and a grown man with a beard all
over his face, and none of them knew
him. She cleaned him up and dre
him in new clothes and took him to
Cadiz to his mother and father (she was
his sister). You know how they must
have been rejoicing.
His only son James (born later) once
owned a little Bible that grandma gave
Uncle Charles when he went into the
service. He was still in prison when
Abraham Lincoln was assassinated and
wrote on the fly leaf of his Bible now
glad he was. I don't know exactly what
his wording was, but his wife had seen it
and when I came to get it, she said it
must have been on the steamer Buttorff
.when it struck the bridge pier at
Clarksville one night and sank, with
Jim as pilot at the wheel. After that he
was made Captain and served on 'the
steamers that ran from Nashville to
Evansville.
James H. Wilkinson, son of Charles,
was born in -Mecklenberg County,
Virginia May, 17, 1816. He owned and
operated the Trigg County Democrat
for a time and was also county judge.
He died of pneumonia while in Frankfort 'as a member of the Kentucky
Senate on March 6, 1882. His wife Joicey
Tillotson Wilkinson, was born in
Mecklenberg County, Virginia September 1, 1816. They married in

Virginia October 9, 1834. The Wilkinsons came to Kentucky in ox-carts
about 1836, accompanied by many of
the Tillotson family slaves. Mrs.
Wilkinson's family had evidently been
,quite wealthy. Joicey died February 9,
1885.
Their children were as follows:
Edward Tillotson Wilkinson, born
August 17, 1835 in Virginia; married
Virginia Crews January n,1864. Maria
Ann Cornelia, born July 31, 1837 in
Montgomery County, Tennessee;
married Joel Sanders McNichols in
1857. Mildred H., born May 9, 1839 in
Montgomery County, Tennessee;
unmarried. Charles Thomas Wilkinson,
born January 26, 1841 in Montgomery
County, Tennessee; married Martha E.
Grace, daughter of W.D., November 2,
1869. Grace Euphemia, born February
27, 1843 in Montgomery County, Tennessee; married John Fletcher.
Rebecca Alice, born December 21, 1844
in Montgomery County, Tennessee;
married Richard C. Wilson September
24, 1867. James Theodore, born March
16, 1846 in Stewart County, Tennessee
and died in 1854 of poisoned candy. Ella
Blanche, born December 16, 1851 in
Stewart County, Tennessee; married
Jack Cobb. Ida, born August 4, 1853 in
Stewart County Tennessee, and died
January 5, 1859. Capsandra Emily,
born May 17, 1849 in Stewart County,
Tennessee; married Atarelius Carr
November 24, 1868.
Mrs. Bartee's family line came down
Cornelia
Ann
through
Marie
McNichols. She commented in the
ktter that it was believed that her
parents were afraid that she would be
the only girl in the family, hence gave
her all those names.

Today
In History
Today is Saturday, July 21, the 202nd
day of 1979. There are 163 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1964, France
surrendered North Vietnam to the
Communists in an armistice agreement
signed at Geneva.
On this date:
In 1588, British forces under Sir
Francis Drake attacked the Spanish
Armada in the English Channel.
In 1831, Leopold I was proclaimed
King of the Belgians after separation of
Belgium from Holland.
In 1861, the first major military
engagement in the Civil War took place
at Bull Run Creek in Virginia and was a
Confederate victory.
In 1873, Jesse James staged the first
train robbery, holding up the Rock
Island Express at Adair, Iowa, and
escaping with $3,000.
In 1918, the Allies in World War
retook Chateau-Thierry in France as
the Germans retreated.
In 1930, the U.S. Veterans
Administration was established.
Ten years ago: The U.S. Apollo XI
astronauts, Neil Armstrong and Edwin
Aldrin Jr., blasted off from the moon
and headed back to earth after man's
first lunar landing.
Five years ago: The U.S. announced
that Greece and Turkey had agreed to a
oease-fire in a war on Cyprus.
One year ago: Bolivia's President
Hugo Banzer Suarez announced his
resignation amid a rebellion and turned
power over to a military junta.
Today's birthdays: Violinist Isaac
stern is 59 years old. British director
and writer Jonathan (Wolfe) Miller is
45.
Thrmitht for today The tragedy of old
age is not that one is old, but that one is
not you — Oscar Wilde, Irish writer,
1854-1913k

10 Years Ago
E. J. Haverstock, formerly vice
president of operations for Nautilis, has
been named assistant general manager
for Tappan's Murray facilities, according to R. E. Moyer, general
manager, Murray Operation.
Deaths reported include Walter S.
Peery, 83, and Oscar (Bill) Tidwell, 52.
Kathy Stubblefieldis shown with her
Jersey "Senior yearling, "Beautys
Ambassador Janie, after the animal
was chosen the first place senior

yearling at the District 4-H Show.
Bob Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dennis Taylor, who has signed a grant
in aid in golf at Murray State University, was the winner of the Men's Medal
Play Golf Tournament at the Murray
Country Club. His score was 72-74.
The Rev. Henry McKenzie of MumaY
will be primary speaker at the 142nd
semi-annual sales convention of the
Merit Clothing Company, Mayfield, on
July 30.

20 Years Ago
Another effort is underway to change
the name of Kentucky Lake to Kentucky and Tennessee Lake, according
to information received here today.
Deaths reported include Gurney H.
Kindred.
Lt. Colonel Jesse D. Jackson who was
transferred from duties at Murray
State College to Germany as executive
officer with the 42nd Artillery Group
was promoted to full colonel while
flying over the ocean to his new duties.
Miss Lila Myers, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Gary Myers, was married to
Kenneth Workman,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Workman, at the Hazel Baptist

Church.
Births reported include a boy,
Christopher Glenn, to Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Caddas on July 19.
Mr. and Mrs. James Witherspoon and
son, Joe Pat, have returned from a
vacation in the Great Smoky Mountains
National Park and also points in
Eastern Kentucky.

30 Years Ago
For the first six months of 1949, the
Murray Police Department has made
287 arrests, according to Murray Police
Chief Burman Parker. As a result of
these arrests $2,651.80 in fines have
been meted out by the offenders.
The Murray Training School will
open on Sept. 12, according to John
Robinson, principal.
Prof. F. D. Mellen of Murray State
College spoke at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club. He was introduced by the Rev. George Bell.

Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Bury on July 17, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Bell on July 18,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. H. W.(Stub)
Wilson on July 19.
James Parker Miller will be the
speaker at the gospel meeting at the
Friendship Church of Christ starting
July 24.
Cigarettes are listed as a carton for
$1.60 in the ad for Economy Self Service
Grocery, Rudolph Thurman, owner,
this week.

40 Years Ago
Harry I. Sledd has been named as
postmaster at. the Murray Postoffice
succeeding H. T. Waldrop who has been
in that position for several years.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Emma Miller Smith, 76, Mrs. Dee
Carter, 19, and J. B. Hay, 25, the latter
killed in an automobile accident.
Miss Naomi Turk, Bardwell,
sophomore at Murray State Teachers
College, was chosen Tobacco-Queen of
Murrayd,rand Calloway County in a
contest held at the Murray High School
auditorium on July 14, sponsored by the
Young Business Men's Club. Miss Anne
Howell Richmond, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. James H. Richmond, Murray, and
sophomore at MSTC, was runnerup.
The Rev. R. F. Gregory, pastor, will
preach the first sermon in the new
Hazel Baptist Church on July 23, and
that evening the Rev. B. G. Artebum,
Detroit, Mich., will begin a week long

protracted meeting.
A progressive tea was held by the J.
N. Williams Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy at the
homes of Mrs. W. S. Swann, Mrs. G. B.
Scott, and Mrs. H. C. Corn on July 19.
Marriages announced this week
include Mary Virginia Wren to Charles
Baugh on July 15, and Isabel Thomas to
Rudell Parks on July 8.
Families of the Sextons met at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Van Jobe at
Standing Rock Creek in a reunion at
which more than 100 relatives were
present. J. D. Sexton, Murray
chant, related the history of the family.
A homecoming of all students ever to
attend the Thompson Community
Graded School will take place on Aug. 4,
according to Mrs. Ottis Patton, instructork at the school.
"Invitation To Happiness" starring
Irene Dunn, Fred MacMurray, and
Charlie Ruggles is showing at the
Varsity Theatre.

50 Years Ago
With the exception of eight property
owners, all the deeds to the right-of-way
on the Murray-Coldwater Road have
been signed. This road is being taken
over by the State Highway Commission
which will improve and maintain it as
soon as all the right-of-ways have been
accrued.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Melinda Jane Wilson, 80, Mrs.
Zula Kelly, 43, and John L. Wrather,78.
Murray people gave ample additional
evidence of their desire to float $45,000
in bonds for the improvement of their
public school system July 16 when the
favorable margin was increased with
the vote being 493 for and 77 against.
The Calloway County. Health Board
composed of Dr. W. H. Graves, Dr. C.
H. Jones, Ben Grogan, and Judge T. R.
Jones elected Mrs. Mable Glasgow as
county nurse, Dr. J. A. Outland as
county physician, and Holman Jones as
sanitation officer.
The general plans for the new library

building have been submitted by
Architect G. Tandy Smith of Paducah
and were accepted by the Murray State
Teachers College Board of Regents,
according to Dr. Rainey T. Wells,
president of the college.
Marriages announced this week
include Ma .ris Jones to Harold Brach on
July 11.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Morris Thomas on
July 15, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Oliver B. Jaynes on July 11.
On a recent trip through Arkansas, J.
veteran
Murray
D. Rowlett,
manufacturer of tobacco, found an old
lady in that state who had chewed a
brand of his manufacturer for 30 years.
In appreciation for her loyalty, Rowlett
has sent her a whole carton of her
favorite brand of tobacco.
"The Duke Steps Out" starring
Willian Haines, Joan Crawford, and
Karl Dane is showing at the Capitol
Theatre.
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The winners of the Murray Bass Club Ladies Day tournament were left to right:
Brenda and Gary Marquardt, first
place; Sue and Graves Morris, second place; Mary and Hal Barrow third
place; Janie and Larry Ryan, fourth place;
Jackie and Lyle Underwood,fifth place.

Sauget, White Bass Excellent:
Crappie, Black Bass Slow

Frank Wilson Sr., McAllen, Texas, atight this nine pound
catfish .041 baef liver vyhile fishing with rod and reel from
the bank of Kentucky Lake. Wilson hls been on vacation
visiting his mother, Jennie Key Wilson, and brother, Joe
Wilson both of- Murray.

By Mary Barrow
Good catches of sauger have
been reported being taken on
main lake ridges on Kentucky
Lake. Best catches have been
taken by trolling the old river
banks eight to ten feet deep.
The most popillar baits being
used are Bombers. L4 ounce
Mud Bugs, Wiggle Warts, and
Deep Wee R's, with the best
colors being yellow coachdog,
white, florescent yellows and
chrome. A lot of the better
strings of sauger have been
coming from the Jonathan
Creek area, on the main lake.
Sauger are one of the best
eating fish in the lake and now
is the best time to catch some
large strings of them.
Remember the daily limit is 10
on sauger.
White Bass are being taken
in good numbers on lake
Barkley by casting in the
jumps. The fish are not surfacing with all the vigor and
frenzy some of us remember
from days gone by. When the
white bass are not in the
jumps you might try Volling
or casting the sandy banks and ends of the ridges with.
such baits as Shysters,

Rooster Tails, Little Georges
and heavy spoons.
A good time to fish for
stripes is during the hot part of
• the day when the black bass
are not as active.
Crappie are still scattered
but • several are still being
taken on minnows fishing deep
ridges, Some as deep as 25
feet, in both lakes.
Catfish have slowed considerably during the past few
days, but several scattered
catches are still being made.
Black Bass are doing fair
late and early on both lakes by
casting spinner baits and
small shad colored crank baits
around brush piles, stumps
and tree tops. The plastic
worm is still producing some
nice strings of bass for some
fishermen. For Kentucky
Lake don't forget the -islands
on the upper part of the lake
early and late.
With gasoline supplies
running low in the area; most
docks do have some gas, try to
conserve so everyone has an
opportunity to fill his boat
flenk. We have some fine
fishing close to home so stay
close and take advantage of it.
"N..
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On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Kenlake Marina
Happy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCL URI

GRAYSON IlAcCLURE

Take 94 East o,:t of Murray for 1 rndes Turn roght on 280
Follow 280 for 7 rnslcs past Banners Grocery Take
blacktop onto PonoromcPand follow blacktop to your right

Telephone 502-436-5483

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Eqwpi;

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
1 Rentals1
Guide Service-Covered Storage/
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
1
Rt. 1 Hardin

(502) 474-2245 or 474-2211,ext. 171

, NOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and

Nooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires II 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
,
410 N.4th

fw,

Food Glad

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sak9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Summer Surveys Determine
Fall Hunting Season
Hunting season dates and
limits are always subjects of
much interest from hunters.
Obviously that interest peaks
when information about upcoming seasons is released
and hunters see how their
particular pleasures are affected. Traditionally, season
length and bag limits for
various species fluctuate year
by year according to a long list
of variables (breeding-nesting
success, carryover
populations, habitat condition,
etc.).
Now is the time that those
fac,tors are being checked by
biologists in Kentucky and
across the continent, and their
findings will have a direct
bearing on what hunters enjoy
in the fall. I thought a look at
how certain seasons are set
would provide insight for the
average license buyer as to
the science behind the
regulations.
Waterfowl
Let's start with waterfowl.
By now western Kentucky
duck and goose hunters have
heard that conditions on the
nesting grounds in the northern U.S. and Canada look
good. The premier questions
are when will the seasons be
set, and will there be a
relaxation of restrictions in
terms of a more liberal bag
limit and longer season.
To get the answers I talked
to Steve Wilds with the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service in
Atlanta. Wilds described how
the process of setting the
seasons and limits for the
various flyways is carried out.
First, Wilds confirmed that
waterfowl production on the
prairies looks good indeed, but

Open 7 Days A Week

how good hasn't yet been
determined. He said the Fish
and Wildlife Service runs two
annual surveys in the north —
one in May to count breeding
pairs of ducks, and the other in
July to check on production.
The breeding pair survey
showed a significant increase,
and enough water has been
present for good production.
The production survey being
carried on right now by air
and ground count is still incomplete.
Wilds said productivity of
selected tracts are compared
year after year, and a complex mathrnatical formula is
then used to estimate total
waterfowl populations. This
figure, broken down by
flyways, is ready in late July.
Wilds
continued
that
biologists look for trends in
population growth or loss, and
this is the important factor in
adjusting specific seasons or
limits. A trend is something
more than a 10 percent difference from the same
category the year before. (An
example of how such trends
are translated into law can be
seen in the raising of the
mallard drake's point value
during the late season. The
1978 survey compared to the
1977 survey showed that
mallard populations were
below desired levels. Thus the
point value was raised slightly
to conserve more birds for the
next year's breeding. The
strategy appears to have paid
off.
When final population
figures are ready, various
flyway councils meet around
the country. The flyway
Councils are composed of

Mid-Season
Maintenance Checks
Today's modern two-cycle
outboard motor is a tribute to
marine engineering. It's
lightweight, powerful, comes
in a variety of horsepower
ratings to match most boating
needs, and its reliability is
legendary.
That reliability comes from
sound engineering on the part
of the manufacturer, and
regular maintenance by the
owner. Most boat owners will
give their boats and motors a
pre-season check, and postseason preparation, but fail to
check the outboard in midseason. Owners living in the
sunbelt where boating is a
year-round activity, should
check their rig every 50 hours
of use.
Your marine dealer is
equipped to handle the job,
but, for do-it-yourselfers, the
Johnson Outboards Service
Department offers this
systematic checklist:
1. Clean and regap spark
plugs to recommended gap.
Replace if necessary, and
don't reinstall high tension
leads until you're ready to test
the motor. Follow the outboard manufacturer's
recommendation regarding
heat range, reach and type of
plugs to use.
2. Drain and flush the
gearrase. Refill to correct
level using the proper
recommended gearcase
lubricant. Check the old
lubricant for metal chips or
water, indicating possible
damage to seals.
3.. Remove the propeller,
and check for correct pitch.
Inspect for propeller shaft
seal
damage
from
monofiliment fishing line.
Clean and lubricate propeller
shaft with an anti-corrosion
lubricant
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4. Lubricate all grease
fittings, using the manufacter's recommended lubricant.
5. Using the recommended
lubricant, lubricate all carburetor
and
magneto
linkages.
6. Check carburetor and
ignition synchronization. See
motor's service manual for
specific details.
7. Remove and clean the fuel
filter bowl. Replace the
element, and always use a
new filter bowl gasket.
8. Adjust tension on
magneto and-or generator
drive belts. About L4 to 3'13 inch
of plan is sufficient using light
pressure near center of belt,
9. Clean the battery terminals. Replace terniinal
fittings and coat the outside
with an anti-corrosion lube or
petroleum jelly.
10. Check the remote control
box, cables and wiring harness for binding or wear and
secure the fittings. If equipped
with ignition cut off switch,
check the lanyard for wear,
aril replace if worn.
11. Check the steering
controls for condition,%ecure
the engine connection, and
lubricate
mechanical
steering.
12. Start the engine, and
check water pump and
thermostat operation, Most
1979 Johnson Outboards have
an overboard drain indicator
to let the owner know the
water pump is working.
13. Run the engine and
check the carburetor adjustment. Your service
manual will provide information on proper adjustment.
14. Check the fuel lines for
binding or cracking. Replace
if necessary.

Duck production in the northern prairies looks good,
and federal officials have started work to set seasons
and limits..

representatives of various LBL's woods.
state agencies whose hunters
Quail and rabbits
share the same general
On to small game. These
populations of ducks and seasons and limits have been
geese. Kentucky is in the set for several months, and
Mississippi Flyway Council, they reflect concern over
and the council's 14 members losses to quail and rabbit
will meet late in July in populations caused by the
Toledo, Ohio to get the Fish recent siege of hard winters. A
and Wildlife Service's report. week was cut off both seasons,
After studying the federal and limits were also lowered
survey, members of the
Robert Willis, surveys
council
make
recom- biologist with the Kentucky
mendations in an advisory Department of Fish
and
capacity. Then, the National Wildlife Resources, says these
Waterfowl Council gets the moves are designed to help
survey for review and com- small game populations build
ments, and finally the public is back up.
invited to submit comments.
And how does Willis, get
Only after this process is more than a layman's feel for
completed does the federal how many small birds and
agency set up the framework animals we have on a year-tofor coming seasons, and in- year basis? He does
so
dividual states decide their primarily through a volunteer
'particular dates for opening mail carrier's counting
and closing. The whole program. Participati
ng
process should be finished by mailmen report sightings
of
late August.
quail and rabbits along
LBL fallow deer
specified portions of their
A little less involved was the routes the last weeks of
June,
procedure for deciding to July and August. The
same
reopen the gun season on portions of roadway are
used
fallow deer in Land Between season after season,
and
the Lakes. According to John compiled data, compared
to
Mechler, supervisor of 1,131,'s that of previous years,
gives
Fisheries and - Wildlife unit, Willis a scientific
guess as to
the hunting season on fallow whether or
not game
deer- was closed two years ago populations are up or
down.
when there Were indications
Willis said the rabbit
that the herd was shrinking. population seems to
have
ludge ..our herd by made a good jump, but said
actual count and by harvest," population is always
high
Mechler said. He sreteased after the lushness of
early
figures showing 1972 as the summer. The real tell-tale
best year in terms of fallow report comes after the August
deer harvest with 134 animals survey and the period
of 9tress
taken. But by 1976 the kill for wildlife. The biologist
said.
figure had slipped to 38. It was summer is as hard on
game
decided that the season should populations as a normal
be closed on fallows to give the winter, a fact
little known
herd a harice to build back among hunters.
up.
More than chime
It appears to have done so,
So season lengths and limits
byt the upcoming season will are more than
chance 'setbe the real test. Mechler said tings. Specialists
monitor
that a two year closure on gun wildlife populations
on a
hunting should have allowed continuing basis,
and they
the herd to grow, and this provide the
input to keep
year's harvest figure will be hunting viable and
enjoyable
compared to that of 1976 to through The years.
We might
determine to what extent this not like it when
seasons are
is true. (Beside open gun shortened or
limits lowered,
hunting on 'allows outside the but it's for the
good of wildlife
Environmental Education and hunters alike.
Center, 1500 bowhunters will
receive permits to take antlerless deer only in the EEC.
This is where up to 80 percent
of LBL's fallow deer herd
resides. I Mechler added that
the two year moratorium on
gun hunting should mean
more fallow bucks of trophy
proportions should be roaming
r
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Johnson Outboards
Tests have indicated that
gasahol available in many
areas of the country is suitable
as fuel for 1978 and 1979
Johnson outboards, engineers
for the Waukegan, Ill., outboard trianufacturer report.
They caution, however, that
whatever type of gasoline is
used in the outboard's fuel mix
- leaded regular, leaded
premium, unleaded or gasahol
- should have the minimum
octane rating required for that
patlittliar mbdël. And they
recomniend that the outboard's fuel tank be agitated 111.11111fitagniaglaWnti.111111116.11111Mairge
each day priorto running, to
bass fair early and late on - Barren: White bass fair to
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
assure adequate fuel-oil
plunker
and fly in jumps; good on the lower lake and
on
fair
is
generally
Fishing
in
mix
to
clear
murky,
stable, 20 feet slow on the upper lake trolling
Kentucky's 15 major lakes,
deep runners with trailers
below pool and 82 degrees.
the state Department of Fish
Barkley: White bass fair on over flats; black bass slow to
arid Wildlife Resources
the lower lake on spinners and fair early and late and at night
reports.
spoons
in jumps; black bass on spinner baits and artificial
rundown:
lake-by-lake.
The
Grayson: Crappie good over fair on spinner baits and ar- nightcrawlers off rocky points
To obtain the name of your submerged cover and around
tificial nightcrawlers along arid over drop offs; clear to
nearest Coleman Authorized stick ups; bluegill good on
brush line in inlets and bays; murky, stable, six inches
Service & Repair Center, dial flyrod poppers and by still crappie fair over drop offs; in above pool and 78 degrees.
the toll-free 800-835-3279. Tell fishing worms and crickets off tailwaters, catfish good, white
Buckhorn: Crappie fair and
the person'who'answers where rocky points and banks; in bass fair; clear, stable, one improving over deep cover;
you're located and you'll be tailwaters, trout slow to fair; foot below pool and 81 degrees. bluegill fair on flyrod poppers
given the name and address of clear to murky, stable at pool
Kentucky: Sauger lair to and by still fishing worms and
the nearest Coleman service and 82 degrees.
good trolling deep runners and crickets off shallow banks and
around
center. If you prefer, write to
Herrington; Black bass fair drifting minnows over ridge in inlets and bays
The Coleman Company, Inc., and improving on spinner tops; white bas fair on
bushes; in tailwaters, trout
Service & Repair, 445 N. baits and artificial night- spinners and spoons in jumps; slow; clear to murky to
Minnesota, Wichita, KS 67214. crawlers at 'night and still in tailwaters, catfish good, muddy,falling slowly, one foot
You'll get the answers to any fishing soft crawfish off rocky sauger fair to good; clear to
above pool and 81 degrees.
questions or problems you points and deep rocky banks; murky, stable, 1 l••2 feet below
Cave Run: Musky fair on
encounter with your Coleman rockfish fair drifting large pool and 83 degrees.
the upper lake casting and
trolling medium And deep
products.
Rough River: Bluegill fair
minnows near the dam: white
runners over main channel
in inlets and bays and ii
:ound
drop offs; black bass fair at
stick ups; white bass fair on
night on artificial nighthe south fork on plunker and
crawlers off rocky points and
fly in jumps; black bass slow
banks and over drop offs;
to fair at night on artificial
nightcrawlers off rocky points
and over drop offs; clear to Jerry Afsepini
murky, stable at pool arid 84
degrees.
Dale .Hollow: White bass
good early and late on plunker
and fly in jumps; walleye fair
trolling deep runners off rocky
The continuing success of
points; clear, stable at pool
fishing has made a
sauger
and 83degrees.
more
enjoyable
Green: Black bass fair to much
many
for
tourists
vacation
good early arid late and at
night on spinner baits and throughout this entire area.
Starting with the swift
artificial nightcrawlers over
drop offs; white bass fair current below Kentucky dam
trolling deep runners with and working your way uptrailers over flats and on stream (southward), until you
plunker and fly in jumps;. in are well into the state of
tailwaters, trout fair to good: Tennessee a person can fish
clear, stable at pool and 81 for sauger 90 per cent of the
•
way.
degrees.
Each place I have visited
Cumberland: Walleye fair
on the lower lake trolling deep along this route, sauger was
runners off rocky points; the number one fish to be
crappie SLOW to fair over deep taken. I know I have written
cover; white bass slow early about sauger many times but
as long as they are on the
and late on plunker and fly in
jumps; in tailwaters, trout scene in such abundance we
fair; clear to murky,falling, 6 shall continue.
The worst problem with
feet below the timberline
won
that
bass
the
holds
Farmington,
Hendley,
Danny
now is the snags a
trolling
81
and
degrees.
him a plaque for Big Bas‘ Saturday, July 14.
person can get into. I doubt if
.:400951111MartsbrirrP
one boat in five parries a lure
knocker or retriever to get the
caught lure free from an
obstruction. This forces
people to break their line
leaving several feet attached
ready to grab the next lure
that comes through. I have
pulled as many as twelve lures
from one stump which was in
a heavy traffic lane.
wads of
and
Wads

Lake Rundown:

Fishing Report

Coleman Has
Toll-Free Number

-

•

clear, falling, two feet above
pool and 82 degrees.
Laurel: Trout fair at night
still and drift fishing nightcrawlers off deep banks;
bluegill fair on flyrod poppers
and by still fishing worms and
crickets off rocky points and
banks; clear, stable at pool
and 78 degrees.

Fishtrap: Crappie fair
around stick ups; bluegill slow
in inlets and bays; clear to
murky to muddy, stable at
pool and 78 degrees.
Dewey: Crappie fair over
submerged cover.and around
stick ups; murky to muddy,
stable at pool and 78 degrees.

' so

risit•Ing

ne

monofiliment line the size of
bushel baskets will build up to
a point where its impossible to
fish around it.
If you troll, please use a lure
knocker and save some of
your ownjine and lures, they
can get expensive.
A simple ball of lead or pipe
with a loop attached to slide
down the caught line will free
it most of the time.
Ten or twelve ounces will be
heavy enough to knock any
lure loose.
Another problem I see a lot
this time of the year is keeping
your fish alive. The water
temperature is in the 80's and
these fish require a lot of
oxygen.
Many boats today are
equipped with live wells and
can pump air continuously. If
you don't have this equipment,
place your fish on ice in a
chest or tub to keep them from
spoiling. It only takes a few
minutes for a fish to die from
the heat on the surface so
watch them closely.
Crappie,sauger, black bass,
white bass and catfish are all
chasing the small minnows
now so go wet a hook.
Happy Fishing!
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Where "Service Is Our Business

Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters
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Dr. Robert Goetz, of Murray State University, herds a small flock of geese into a
holding pen. The geese will be trapped until they can be banded and released.
(TVA Photos by Robin Reeves)

A band on each leg of the bird gives needed information when birds are either killed
or recaptured. A U. S. Fisheries and Wildlife band on the left leg, and a TVA band on
the right leg allows for easy identification of each bird. Hunters are asked to return
bands that belong to TVA or bands with the prefix 688 to any.of the information stations at Land Between The Lakes.

An extended wing shows the blood-filled sheaths which provide nourishment for the
growth of new primary feathers. These main flight feathers are molted once a year and
makes the birds easier to catch.
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BUCKS
BODY SHOP

"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."
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Boat 'N' Motor

Fish Market
759-1208
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203 E. Main

900 Sycamore
753-5142

759-1872
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(We Specialize in Kentucky Lake Catfish)
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- -A nasal saad1e, with a letter and number combination allows for easy identification
of geese at great distances and during nesting season. The saddles, which are in two
categories, A-M indicating a male, and N-Z indicating a female, are fastened through
the nostrils.

The winnerswinners of the Kentucky Lake Bass Club tournament held out Kenlake Marina,
Saturday July 14 were, left to right: Danny Hendley, Farmington, first place; Morris
Camp, Farmington, second place; Ronnie Cope,Mayfield, third place.
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Nolin: White bass fair
trolling deep runners with
trailers over flats; black bass
slow trolling deep runners and
casting artificial nightcrawlers off rocky points;
clear to murky to muddy,
falling slowly, six inches
below pool and 80 degrees.
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Recent
Success
Buoys
Purcell
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
If it could be narrowed to
one match, one two-hour
period that could serve as the
highlight of his career so far,
then Mel Purcell has the
answer.
"When I beat Sandy Mayer,
yeah, that's it," Purcell said
after a workout yesterday.
"That match seemed to get
me started off right."
Little wrong has occured
since Purcell beat Mayer,
ranked among the top 20
world-class players, a few
months ago in a tournament
featuring four pros and four
amateurs, one of them Purcell.
'T.lpugh ineligible to compete on the University of
Tennessee squad last season
because of his defection from
Memphis State, Purcell was
named to the team to
represent the United States in
the Pan-American Games.
There, in San Juan, Puerto
Rico. he ran through the draw
to win the gold medal,
polishing off Ricardo Acuna of
Chile in the final. Later, he
and UT teammate Andy
Kohlberg won the gold medal
in doubles.
-It really didn't seem to be
that big a deal to me before I
went," Purcell said. -And I
when I did get down there and
saw the living accomodations
were kind of rotten, I sort of
looked at it as just another
tournament. But now that's
over, it really means a lot to
me."
He didn't stop there,
however. After learning he
had been accepted into the
main draw of the Washington
Star International tournament
without having to go through
qualifying rourticts, he zoomed
there Sunday.
He beat Deon Joubert, a
South African, in the first
round, then ran into red-hot
Pat DuPre, a fellow American
who had
reached
the
'semifinals at Wimbledon.
Purcell, though a 6-4, 6-3
loser, led 4-2 and 40-15 on his
own service in the first set.
Then the wheels came off.
DuPre hung on to break serve
and win three straight games
for the set. Later, DuPre was
quoted as saying that Purcell
couldn't hurt me,he just kept

Nicklaus Within Striking
Distance, But Hale Irwin
Hopes To Maintain Lead
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By the Associated Press
LYTHAM ST. ANNES,
England — Jack Nicklaus has
never been known to go down
without a fight.
And although he was three
strokes behind consistent
leader Hale Irwin going into
today's final round of the
British Open golf championship, defending champion
Nickla use still rated his
chances.
"Sure I'm behind, but I've
gone closer to the leaders by
scoring a 73. I'm within
striking distance, so I must
have a chance," he said.
"Maybe I can play a whole
good round. I haen't played a
good back nine yet. If I make a
birdie or two on the way out, I
will be all right. I have no
mental block at all about the
back nine, but to win I will
have to play better than I did
today."
Nicklaus' 2-over-par 73 was
one of the better scores on a
day when the elements made
sub-par golf almost impossible for the late starters.
Gusty winds and heavy rain
made it hard for everyone, but
the bespectacled Irwin was
worse hit than most.
"The rain on my glasses is a
real nuisance," he said.
"There always seems to be
some rain on the focal point.

Ely Tony Wasun

Mel Purcell says Tennessee teammate Andy Kohlberg will have to get used to playing No. 2singlesat UT- behind Purcell.
making the same mistakes
over and over."
Purcell admits he was
shocked to read DuPre's
words."I was beating the guy.
I don't see how he could say
that."
The Star event was also the
site of a falling-out with he and
Kohlberg as a doubles team.
"I had just played Joubert and
I was tired. He's the kind of
guy that can keep the ball in
play ball all day.
"Then Kohlberg and I had to
play our doubles match a
couple of hours later," said
Purcell, "and he felt like
didn't give 100 percent and
told me so. But that's fine with
me. Kohlberg's going to have

to get used to playing No. 2 one more year, then I'm
singles behind me at Ten- turning pro. Everyone I've
nessee next year, so it may talked to agrees that winning
have been for the best."
the NCAA singles title would
Purcell will hit the tour- be the best thing I could do for
nament trail again Monday my career right now."
when play begins in the
Louisville International
Purcell will likely have the
Tennis Classic, in which he best agent in the
business
earned a berth by winning the when he does turns pro
—
Louisville Country Club Donald Dell, a name known
Invitational earlier this year. throughout the tennis
world.
He will compete in doubles
"He Dellyknows it all, and
with Tracy DeLatt, a native of I like the idea of not having to
Layfayette, La.
worry about when or where I
Though Purcell was in- play. He'll do all that for
me."
decisive earlier this year
Playing,
much
less
when questioned about how defeating,
professional
much longer he would attend players would seem
to be
college, he has no such enought to bring on the
jitters
reservations now. "I'll play for an amateur who
just

turned 20 years old, but
Purcell says he's conquered
that feeling.
"Three years ago, I think, I
played in a qualifying tournament to try to get into the
main draw of a tournament,
and I had to play Tom
Gullickson
touring
(a
professional)," Purcell
recounts.
-The minute I walked onto
the court, I was saying to
my_self, 'man, this guy is a
pr& What am I doing out
here?'b
"But no more. Tennis is
going to earn my living, and
I'm not going to let my nerves
stand in its way."

,

My visor helps, but it is annoying."
Irwin, the U.S. Open
champion, was making no
excuses for his 4-over-par 75
that left him just two strokes
in front of the extrovert young
Spaniard, Severiano
Ballesters.
Irwin was left with a 2under-par three round total of
211, with Ballesteros at 213
after also shooting a 75.
At one stage, Irwin had
opened a 4-stroke lead over
the rest of the field, but he
allowed Ballesteros and
Nicklaus to close within
shooting distance, as well as
Briton Mark James, who shot
an excellent 69 to share third
place with Nicklaus.
"All the guys are still in
contention," Irwin said afterward. "It is a wide open
game, and I must play accordingly."
That, according to Irwin,
means aiming for par and
letting the others do the
worrying.
"If you get too bold out
'there, you are courting
disaster," he said.
"If I could shoot an even-par
round, in similar conditions,
that would be hard to beat. I
am certainly not kicking
myself for a lost opportunity."
Irwin's round collapsed at

the notorious 17th, where he
shot a double bogey.
Ballesteros, bidding to stop
American domination of the
6,822-yard Lytham St. Mines
course in British Open play
that has lasted since 1926, was
not particularly happy with
his round.
"It is very difficult to get a
good score when you go three
over after the first three
holes," said the 22-year-old
Spaniard."I didn't have much
luck today. Maybe I am
saving it for tomorrow.
"But I can still win. Why
not?"
A bevy of players were three
and four shots off the pace,
and none were out of contention.
Ben Crenshaw, Bob Byman
and Australan Rodger Davis
were at 215, with Greg Norman, Isao Aoki; pretournament favorite Torn Watson
and early leader
Bill
Longinuir at 216.
Watson shot a 76 Friday,
bogeying the last three holes.
"Those last three holes
really hurt me," he said
ruefully. "But I still feel like I
have a chance to win. A good
score could win it for me. I
just hope my putter is a little
hotter.

By BOB GREEN
AP Sports Writer
LYTHAM ST. ANNES,
England — Torn Watson, the
undaunted, determined man
who has emerged as golf's
greatest performer, was
undismayed by the 5-over-par
76 that all but look him out of
contention in the 108th British
Open.
His head was up and he
managed a grin.
And he said he was not out of
It, not yet a casualty of the
wind and cold and rain that
have plagued this ancient,
revered championship.
His third round would have
crushed the hopes of some.

He hit one out of bounds —
using an iron off the tee to
avoid just the sort of trouble
he found — and made double
bogey on the second hole. He
bogeyed the fifth from a
bunker.
He finished his round over
the 6,822 yards of subtle tests
and terrors that make up the
Royal Lytham and St. Annes
links with a bogey-bogeybogey for a 216 total.
But almost miraculously, he
was only five shots back of the
leader, Hale Irwin,who also
found his problems.
"I can win from there," said
Watson, who has taken four
titles this year and acquired a

"Good scores tomorrow can
do it. This course can be made
to yield some birdies.
There've been a couple of 65s,
so good scores can be shot.
"It will take some very good
golf florn me to do it. But I
have it in me. It's
think
there. I know it's there.
"I just hope it's waiting to
jump out of , the box
tomorrow."

homer leading off the seventh seventh and ninth
inning while Jim Slaton
scattered seven hits In out-- - Twins 14, Tigers 6
Condueling Tom Underwood.--It secutive home runs by
Ken
was the Brewers' seventh Landreaux and Glenn
Adams
consecutive victory. Lezcano, highlighted a nine-run
fifth
who beat the Blue Jays with inning that rallied
Minnesota,
an 11th-inning homer Thur- which trailed 5-0 after
three
sday night hit a 2-0 pitch from innings but scored four runs
in
Underwood to the top of the
left field bleachers. Understood walked Sal Pond() and a
sacrifice and a single by
Charlie Moore produced the
second run.
White Sox 2, Rangers 1 —
Chet Lemon lashed a
tiebreaking home run in the
sixth inning, enabling the
White Sox to sweep a threegame series. Richard Worthorn and two relievers outpitched Texas' John Henry
Johnson. The Rangers' only
run was a fourth-inning homer
by Richie Zisk. Chicago used
singles by' Greg Pryor and
Mike Colbern and Alan
Bannistar's sacrifice fly to.
score in the third inning.
A's 5, Yankees 1
Rookie
Brian Kingman took his first
major league victory by
scattering eight hits in seven
innings-plus and outpitching
13-game winner Tommy John.
Kingman fell behind 1-0 in the
fifth when Bobby Brown
doubled and Thurman Munson
singled him home. But the A's,
helped by two New York
errors, nicked John for three
hits and three runs in the sixth
and added single runs if the

Royals 9, Indians 1 — Rich
Gale allowed three hits in
eight innings and Amos Otis,
Willie Wilson and Darrell
porter combined to drive in
seven runs.

Purcell, Dowdswell
To Meet In Tennis
Classic On Monday

By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE
— Mel
Purcell, who recently
earned
two gold medals for the United
States in the
Pan-American
Games, will face
Colin
Dowdswell in opening
round
action of the
Louisville
International Tennis Classic
when play begins Monday
Despite a recent loss
to
second-seeded Eddie nalbei,
Harold Solomon has
named the top seed forbeen
the
$175,000 Grand Prix
event
Solomon lost to Dibbs in
last
Sunday's final of the
Frrest
Hills Invitational. He also lost
Wednesday to Rick Pagen
the second round of
the
Washington Star inter.
nationoal.
But Solomon's
ranking is the best in theWorld
field
for the Pro Classic
, which

COUNTY
MURRAY

STATE

CALLOWAY

STATE SANK NO

begins Monday at the
Louisville Tennis Center.
The Association for Tennis
Professionals' newest computer rankings list Solomon
eighth in the world — one
notch above Dibbs.
Solomon has won the Pro
Classic twice, in 1976 and 1978,
but has never been seeded No.
1 in the tournament.
Dibb§, who lost in the 1977
finals, is seeded No. 2 for the
second consecutive year.
Other top seeds are Jose
Illgueras of Spain, third;
Manuel Orontes of Spsdn,
fourth; JoseLuis Clere- Of
Argentina, fifth; Victor Peed
of P21111glUly, sixth;
John Alexander, Australia,
seventh; Corrado Barazzuttl,
eighth; Pat DuPre,
Italy,
'
U.S., ninth; Brian Teacher,
U.S., 10th.
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the fourth and sent 13 men to
the plate in the decisive fifth.
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ASSETS
I.
2
3
4

Cash And due Inxos dopos44ory
US Treasury securittes
Obligations ot other US Government *conc.'s and corporations
Obilgat,OnS Of States and political subdivnions in the kbrzi,ted StatesAll other securities
Federal funds sold and s•cuntms purchased under agreements to resell
a Loans, Total (excluding unearned income,
b Less allowance for possible loen fosses
c Loans. Net
t.ease financong receivables
Bank primp.", turniture and fixtures end other assets reptesenfing perk prermaiell
Real estate owned other thin bank premises
AP Other .4011131*
TOTAL ASSETS (sum of dome 1 thru 11)

4E9
7 17:1

9
10
11.
12

,7s
7b
74

1 263

9
10

1 073

TT
12

LIABILITIES
13 Demand deposits of individuals psfinfsfinlos, and cOrPoraflons
14 Time end savings deposits a imfiuidubls'Instnefsnms. and cc:Kt:swain:mitt
13 Dspos,ts of United States Othrerniment
18 Deposits of Slates and
subdivisions In the United States
17 All other 'deposits
13 Certified and officerA check*
19 Total Deposits Num of items 13 thru 151
Total demand dePoeits .
b Total time and savings &zooids
20 Federal funds purchased and securilits• sold under agreements to repurchase
21 interest-peering demand note' (note balances) issued to the US Treasury and
other liabilities for borrowed money
22 Mortgage indebtedness and liability fOt C•CntSloind leasers
23 All other liabilities
24 TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and dobentuollS1 (turn of items 19 thru 23)
25 Subordinated note, and debentures
EQUITY CAPITAL
28 Prelecred -Mock
27 Common Stock

sbarios outsysildirto
II lb
a No shares authorized
b 140 shims, outstanding

25 Surplus
29 Undtvided prOfin and reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves
30 TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 26 thru 211
31. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (Sum of items 24 25 and 30)
MEMOPAPIDA'
1 Amounts outstandmg as of 'soon date
a Standby letters of credit total
b thin certificates of depoim in deriorninstrons of $100 000 or n.04111
C MIN !IMO d•pOlits ,n arnnunts of $100 000 or fnCifil
2 Avows for 30 calendar days lot calendar month) ending with repori dale
a Total deposits (corresponds to item 19 eb0v•1
&WNW bysd Iess Ass Wm, Onetwi WSW
5011
111-1f
—eits4-0;tnt
ilupfarbwe atalkima KIacIR Ife• b.0 01gr, lsaaIRdS, and 1,8*.f
1/51,db.asmal eiliewist Is Ian* MAW* Is.lam NW,otOlalala teigok••
AREA COOK TELEPHONE NO
TORE Of OffiCifllID AUTHORIZED TO PON REPORT
DATE S10145.0
SI

so

(500 75)-3231
um Mt OF WWII'S
VICIT

Pnt•OCSENT

iTrucif

itikees) nd,aa. m. now
Juwe
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By HERSCHEL NISSENSON the Oakland A's downed the
AP Sports Writer
New York Yankees 5-1, the
If the Boston Red Sox ever Minnesota Twins hammered
hire a mascot for Fenway the Detroit Tigers 14-6 and the
Park they probably couldn't Kansas City Royals trounced
get the San Diego Chicken and the Cleveland Indians 9-1.
they probably wouldn't want
The Mariners gave Parrott
the Seattle Parrott.
all the support he needed with
Pitcher Mike Parrott of the three runs off Mike Torrez in
Seattle Mariners seems to the first inning, including Dan
,,thrive there.
Meyer's 14th home run of the
On May 6, the right-hander season. They added,Three runs
was brought in as an in the third and two in the
emergency starter — he sixth, one on a single by
pitched two relief innings two' Meyer.
days earlier and allowed aril
"I wasn't thinking shutout
unearned run — and blanked until after the seventh inthe Red Sox on two hits over ning," said Parrott, who lost
six innings.
his last five starts but became
Parrott, 24, returned to only he third pitcher to blank
Beantown Friday night for his the Bosox on their home turf
first major league shutout, this season. "Then I thought,
scattering five hits as the 'Why not go right after
Mariners ended the Red Sox' thern/'"
five-game winning streak 8-0.
Parrott, 7-7, struck out four
Orioles 2, Angels 1 — Rich
and walked four and allowed Dauer's looping single scored
only three hits after the first Gary Roenicke with the tieinning.
breaking run in the seventh
inning
to
Scott
back
McGregor's five-hit pitching.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Roenicke singled after Jim
Barr retired the first two
batters. After Lee May
"Pitching in Fenway Park walkedt Dauer singled over
brings out the best in me," shortseRp Jim Anderson's
said Parrott, who has yielded head,on a 2-0 pitch. Carney
just that one unearned run in Lansford's
fourth-inning
17 innings.
homer gave the Angels a 1-0
Elsewhere in the American lead but Ken Singleton
League, the Baltimore Orioles homered in the bottom of the
edged the California Angels 2- inning for Baltimore.
I, the Milwaukee Brewers
blanked the Toronto Blue Jays
Brewers 2, Blue Jays 0 —
2-0, the Chicago White Sox Sixto Lezcano broke up a
nipped the Texas Rangers 2-1, scoreless duel with his 12th

at
Cl

record money-winning total of
almost $400,000.
"I've lost from five in front
and I've won from five behind.
It can be done."
But, he said, it won't be
easy.

LEGAL TITLE OF SANK

Parrott thrives Again In Fenway, Beats Red Sox 8-0

Di
Sc

Watson,Smiling After 76,
Says He Still Has Chance

CONSOLIDATED NEPOIIIT OF CONDITION
(Including Domestic Subsidiaries)

Home Sweet Home
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-
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Sports Briefs

Sports At A Glance

Vilas Subdues Masters;
Allen Ends Banner Stint
WASHIN-GTON
—
Guillermo Vitas waited out a
three-hour rain delay, then
whipped Australian Geoff
Masters 6-3, 7-6 to reach the
semifinals of the $175,000
Washington Star International
tennis tournament.
In other matches, Jose-Luis
Clerc
ousted
Hans
Gildemeister of Chile 4-6, 6-1,
6-2; Victor Peed of Paraguay
eliminated Jose Higueras of
Spain 6-1, 1-6, 6-3; and Eddie
Dibbs defeated Elliot Teltscher 3-6, 6-4, 6-0.
LOS ANGELES — Sven
Davidson whipped Bob Perry
6-3, 6-2 and Frank Seligman
beat Whitneyiteed 6-2, 6-0 to
advance to the semi-finals in a
Grand Master's tournament
at the Los Angeles Tennis
Club.
BAASTAD,Sweden — Bjorn

he
stop
the
nes
Islay
was
with
et a
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ee
-old
uch
fiM

hy

Borg of Sweden crushed Billy
Martin, 6-0, 6-3 to gain the
semifinals of the 9110,600
Swedish
Open
Tennis
Championships.
In
other quarterfinal
matches, Kjell Johansson
defeated Heinz Gunthardt of
Switzerland 6-4, 6-4; Balazs
Taroczy of Hungary outlasted
Per Hjertqvist of Sweden 6-3,
4-6, 6-0; and Frenchman
Patrick Proisy beat Mark
Edmondson 6-3, 7-5.
STUTTGART, West Germany — Roll Gehring battled
to a 6-3, 6-4 upset victory over
topseeded Wojtak Fibak in the
quarterfinals of the Stuttgart
International Grand Prix
Tennis Tournament.
In other quarterfinal
matches, Tomas Smid beat
Zjelko Franulovic 4-6, 7-6, 6-3;
Uli Pinner eliminated Pavel

Major League Standings

Hutka 6-3, 6-1; and Colin
Dowdeswell ousted Peter
McNamara 5-7, 6-2, 7-5.

NASHVILLE — Ending a 37year career with the city's
afternoon newspaper, sports
editor Edgar Allen is leaving
the Nashville Banner to take a
publicity job at Louisville's
Churchill Downs.
Lynn Stone, president of the
Kentucky track, said Friday
that Allen, 55, will be media
relations director.
President of the the Football
Writers
Association
of
America, and immediate past
president of the United States
Basketball
Writers
Association,. Allen's last day
with the Banner is to be Sept.
15.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pct.
Baltimore
61 32
Of
Boston
57 33
633
Milwaukee
56 /a
.506
New York
SO 44
SU
Detroit
46 44
240
Cleveland
43 19
467
Toronto
29 66
305
WEST
Calsfornia
3040
313
Texas
52 42
111
49 42
Mumegiff _ 531
Kansas City
45 RI
714
Chicago
44 50
Seattle
41 55
427
Oakland
26 70
270
FrIday's Games
Baltunore 2, California 1
Seattle 3, Boston 0
Oakland 5, New York 1
Milwaukee 2, Toronto 0
Minnesota 14, Detroit 6
Kansas City 9, Cleveland 1
Chicago 2, Texas 1

32

3
44
11
15
30

Saturday's Games
Seattle 10. Jones 341 at Boston Renko
.s11-31
Oakland (Alinetto 1-1 I at New York
(Guidry 6-71.
Milwaukee i Haas 6-6 at Cleveland
:Barker 0-3 )
Toronto i Huffman 4-10 and Moore 2-1)
at Minnesota Goltz 3-6 and Hartzell , 46), 2.
California 1Ryan 126: at Baltimore
Stewart 5.3),0n)
Chicago 1 Baumgarten 9-5) at Detroit
:Petry 1-11, in).
Kansas City I Splittorff 10-8 , at Texas
Medich 3-3i. in

NL Leaders .

ATRINAL LEAGUE
EAST
Pet- GB
Montrea,
sn
53 37
Pittsburgh
49 39
557
Clucagi,
46 39
552
2
Pluladeiptua
51 42
516
2
St Loins
44 44
641
506
New York
37 51
420 134
WEST
Houston
54 43
557 —
Cincinnati
526
50 45
3
Rio Franracy
46 49
414
7
Sae Diego
45 53
.610 - 901
Monte
40 53
,412
Los Angeles
311 57
.410 15
Friday's Comes
Chicago 10, Atlanta 2
Pittsburgh 9, Houston 3
Cincinnati 3. &lotus 0
San Diego 2, New York 1
Los Angeles 6. Montreal S. 11 innings
Pluladelplua 6, San Francisco 4
Satutday's Games
Atlanta Matula 6-61 at Chicago :Krukow ?,Si
Houston Andujar 11-5: at Pittsburgh
!Roberts 1-2,
Cincinnati 11.1iCoss 9-3) at SLLOUIS
S Martinez 711
Philadelphia (Carlton 114) at San Francisco :Kriepper 6-4).
Montreal Dee 9-6'at Los Angeles :Sutton 7-11. in:
New York :Hausman 1-41 at San Diego
iSluilo 441. n
Simiday's Games
Cincinnati at Chicago, 2
Atlanta at Pittsburgh, 2.
Houston al St Louis.
Montreal at San Francisco.
Philadelphia at San Diego
New York at 1A16 Angeles.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BAITING .215 at bats) Foster, Cuicumats 333, Wuifield. San Diego, 330,
Bruck. St Lows. 326 SIMMODIS St Louis.
321. Hernandez. St Louis, 326
RUNS Schmidt, Philadelphia, 69.
Royster Atlanta. 66. Matthews. Atlanta.
M. North. Si,' Francisco. tel. Lopes, Los
Angeles. 67
RBI Winfield. San Diego. 74, Foster
Cincinnati. 72, Kingman, Chicago, 69
Schmidt. Philadelphia, 69, Clark, San
Francisco. 63
HITS Garvey, 1.os Angeles, 172,
Winfield. San Diego, 120. Templeton
§t Isnus. 116. Matthews. Atlanta, 116
Moreno, Pittsburgh. 113
DOUBI.ES Matthews, Atlanta, 27,
Rose, Philadelphia. 25; Griffey. Cmcinnati, 25, Martin. Chicago, 24; Hernandez, St Louis. 24, Reitz, St Louu, 24.
TRIPLES Templeton, St Louis, 11;
McBride'. Philadelphia, 9; T.Scott,
St Louts, 9; Winfield, San Diego, 9;
Henderson. NY, 8
HOME RUNS Schmidt. Philadelphia,
32; Kingnian, Chicago, 29; Winfield, San
Diego, 23. lopes, lus Angeles, 21 Foster,
Cincinnati, 20

STOLEN BASES- Moreno, Pittsburgh.
40; North, San Francisco. 39: TScott.
St.Lbuis, 26; ft Scott, Montreal, 25;
Cedeno, Houston, 24
PITCHING 9 Decisions, I.aCoss,
Cincinnati, 9-3, .750, 2.29: J.Niekro,
Houston,. 134, .722, 3.16; Blyleven, Pittsburgh. 7-3, 700, 3 90: Martinez, St Louis,
7-3..700, 2.99; Andujar, Houston. 11-5, .sas,
265.- Seaver, Cincinnati, 10-5, .667. 3,25;
Littell, St.loins, 6-3. 667, 2.83; Ruthven,
Philadelphia. 7-4. .636, 3.93

Change Of Style: New Seaver Wins 8th Straight

ee
:ce,
con-

By BRUCE LOWITT
going to beat us," Seaver, 10-5,
AP Sports Writer
said after the six-hitter that
Tom Seaver, one of the gave him his eighth straight
National League's premier victory, 229th career triumph
fastball pitchers during the and 50th career shutout.
last decade, has found a new
secret for success — slower
pitches.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
"Three months ago I was
trying to overthrow the ball. I
was trying to throw a 150-mileThat bodes ill for the
an-hour fastball," he said Houston Astros' whose onceFriday night after his fast comfortable 10-game lead
stuff, curves and changeups over the Reds in the West
baffled St.Louis and helped Division has been shaved to
the Cincinnati Reds beat the three games. The Astros have
Cardinals 3-0.
lost four in arow and 11 of 12,
"The way we played tonight including Friday night's 9-3
and last night a 16-4 romp shelling by Pittsburgh.
over the Cards), nobody's
In the rest of the NL,

an
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day,
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said
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I
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Murray Held To 5
Hits, Drops 9-3

:1 of

Chicago clubbed Atlanta 10-2,
San Diego edged New York 21, Philadelphia beat San
Francisco 6-4 and Los Angeles
outlasted Montreal 6-5 in 11
innings,
The slugging stars of Cincinnati's third straight victory
were Johnny Bench and Dave
Collins.
Bench sent a John Denny
fastball over the wall for his
eighth homer of the season in
the second inning. And after
Cesar Geronirno drew a walk,
Collins punched an oppositefield drive down the left
field line, past charging Lou
Brock and into the left field
corner for an inside-the-park
homer.
"I still throw hard enough,"
Seaver said, assessing his
smoke."You can't sit back on
my fastball ... I used to change
up by accelerating speeds, as
strange as that sounds."

Pirates 9, Astros 3 — The zolara following
Steve
Pirates are ar torrid as Ontiveros' single and Barry
Houston is frigid. Pittsburgh, Foote's double.
142 games behind Montreal in
the East, has won five in a row
Padres 2, Mets 1 — Craig
and nine of 10. "The Pirates Swan of New York had a noare hot, and that's bad for us hitter going for 42-3 innings in
right now," Houston Manager San Diego and a shutout in the
Bill Virdon said.
works for six, and owned a 1-0
lead thanks to fourth-inning
Phil Garner drove in three triples by Joel Youngblood
runs with a homer and a and Steve Henderson.
single, Ed Ott had a two-run
But in the seventh, Dan
double in a three-run first
Briggs tripled and Dave
inning and John Candelaria
Winfield singled, and in the
scattered eight Houston hits in
ninth, Jerry Turner hit a onethe Pirates' victory.
out homer that propelled the
Padres past the Mets. Swan
Cubs 10, Braves 2 —Pitcher ended
with a four-hitter.
Rick Reuschel drove in three
runs and Ivan DeJesus capped
Phillies 6, Giants 4 — Greg
a five-run fifth inning with a
Minton made three wild pittwo-run single to lead the Cubs
ches in the seventh inning, but
past Atlanta.
only one hurt. The first one
Reuschel drove in Chicago's allowed
two runners to score
first two runs with a firstas Philadelphia broke a tie
inning single off Tony Brizand defeated the Giants.

The PhiLs trailed 4-3 going
into the inning, but Tim
McCarver and Bake McBride
singled off Tom Griffin and
Larry Bowa tied it with a
double. In came Minton,
whose first pitch to Pete Rose
hit the plate and skipped away
while McBride and Bowa
raced home.
Dodgers 6, Expos 5— Steve
Garvey had Los Angeles' only
three hits through the first 10
innings, the last of them a tworun homer that kept the
Dodgers tied with Montreal
after Gary Carter and Larry
Parrish had hit RBI singles in
the top of the 10th.
And after Rodney Scott's
fifth hit of the game Putthe
Expos on top again in the top
of the 11th, Manny Mota
singled and Bill Russell hit a
homer in the bottom of the
inning to end the game.

Verdict To Sikeston Bryant Equals Course Record,
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SIKESTON, Mo. — Sikeston
pitching held Murray to five
hits in running to a 9-3
American Legion victory last
night that snapped Post 73's
five-game winning streak.
Murray, now 23-15, hosts
Madisonville to a 6 p.m.
doubleheader
today
at
Holland Stadium in a meeting
that closes its season. Post 73
• tournament play next
week at Paducah.
Sikeston scored four secondinning runs in vaulting to a 7-0
lead before Murray scored
three times over the final
three frames.
In the sixth,. Brad Taylor

Grabs Early LPGA Advantage

doubled, advanced to third on
Scott Tucker's hit and scored
on Dean Cherry's sacrifice fly.
By the Associated Press
Murray added two more runs
TIMONII.TM, Md. — Bonnie Bryant,
in the eighth when Tucker and
who nearly quit the Ladies Professional
first baseman Jeff
Golf Association tour last year, equaled
slapped RBI hits.
Taylor and Tucker finished a course record of 32-36-67 Friday as
with four of Murray's five hits. she took a one-stroke lead after the first
round of the 975,000 Greater Baltimore
Slkestota,Murray 3
Golf Classic at Pine Ridge Golf Course.
ab r h bi

itckson

'itividStathisrf
3 0 0
5 0 0
FiradTaylor,p,
5 1 2
ScottTucker.ss
5 1 2
BruceTaylor.lf
4 0 0
I ieanCherry,c
1 1 0
JeffJackson.lb
5 0 1
11111Wilson.2b
2 0 0
inhnDenham.3b
4 6.4
totals
a._34 3
Morn")
000 001 010
i 5
Sikeston
9 6
040 300 200

,
Dinner
fo4,r 189
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'The
ChiPPer
• 2piecesoffish filet
• crispfrench fries
• creasnycoleslaw
• 2Southern-Style
hushpuppies
•free to oz"soft drink
Reg

$2 44 Value

Save 55e

'Captain D's.
Offer Good Through July 31st

0
0
0
0

0
0
5
3
1

In second place was Pat Bradley,
with a 34-34-68 round, followed by
Sally Little with a 35-34-69. Bradley
has finished in second place four times
on the 1PGA tour this year.
The 35-year-old Bryant, who has had
only one tour vfCtory, took two months
away from the tour last year after
becoming ill during a trip to southeast
Asia. She came back to the tour in
February,and is having the best season

of her nine-year pro career.
Bryant birdied the first three holes —
including a 20-foot putt at the second
hole — then holed putts of 15 feet and six
feet at the sixth and seventh greens to
dip five-under.
On the back nine, she birdied the 12th,
bogeyed the 17th when she missed a
short putt, and curled in a downhill
eight-footer at the 18th to restore her
six under score.
"I hadn't putted well since New
Jersey," she said. 'I love slow greens
and, while these were faster than usual,
they were still slower than the normal
tour courses."
Her record of 67 matched the one set
by Shirley Englehorn in 1970, Carol
Mann and Kathy Whitworth in 1972,

Judy Rankin in 1973, and Nancy Lopez
last year in the first round.
Lopez, the leading money winner at
$139,000 who has won six of the 12 LPGA
events in which she has participated,
checked in with a par 73. She was twounder-par for 12 holes before she
bogeyed the 13th after landing in a
bunker and the 15th when she hit her tee
shot way right and chipped back to the
fairway.
The 54-hole tournament has drawn a
field of 63 pros and three amateurs, the
smallest pro field of the 22 events held
this year.
A total of 18 players broke par of 73 on
the 6,342-yard course, including
amanier Patti Rizzo, of Miami, Fla.,
who was one of seven players to score a
70.

Straight Hitter

Talented Boxers
Use Smokin'Joe
Club To Train
By the Associated Press
the Pan Am trials, then maybe
MOSCOW — The Smokin' the Pan An Games or maybe
Joe Boxing Club is well- here. I think Joe is holding
represented at the Spratacade him back. But I think Marvis
Games. And its envoys to still has a chance to make our
Moscow hope to bring some Olympic team if he gets more
gold back to Philadelphia.
experience."
The man the club is named
America's other boxers here
after is, of course, Smokin' are light welterweight Larry
Joe Frazier, the former Tatman of Hanrahan, La.;
heavyweight champion who light heavyweight Andre
fought Muhammad Ali three McCoy of New Bedford,
times. Frazier set up the Mass., and middleweight
facility to train young boxers, Alfred Mayes of S. Louis. both pro and amateur.
None of the six U.S. boxers
All three Philadelphians competed in the recent Pan
here are 18-year-olds — Am Games, but five of them,
bantamweight Myron Taylor, excluding Taylor, lost in the
featherweight Roland Cooley Pam Am trials box-off to
and lightweight Robert Hines. determine the makeup of the
"Sam Nickman, who trains Pan Am team.
these kids back home, has
Cooley, Hines, Mayes and
dore a wonderful job," coach McCoy all lost close decisions
Joe Clough of Tacoma, Wash., in the box-offs, Clough said,
said Friday after putting his "and came very close to
six boxers through a workout. representing us in the Pan Am
There would have been Games.
another Smokin' Joe member
here, but heavyweight James
United States boxers won
Smith, who won three bouts on four gold medals at the Pan
a Scandinavian tour earlier Am Games.
this year, was forced to pull
"Success breeds success,"
out because of tonsilitis.
added Clough, who managed
Smith was not replaced.
such fighters as Sugar Ray
Clough, while thankful for Seales, Leo Randolph and
the boxers Frazier's gym has Davey
Armstrong
as
produced, said he felt Frazier amateurs back in Tacoma.
was being overprotective of
"The '76 Olympics did a
his son, Marvis, the national great thing for boxing in the
Golden Gloves heavyweight United states," Clough said.
champion.
"We did very well and it
Marvis, who has become a sparked interest. Our boxing
fighter against his father's program has been financially
wishes, passed up the Pan sound ever since because of
American Games trials and the TV revenue coming in."
thus lost a chance at coming
The boxing competition
here for the Spartacade starts Sunday.
Games, a sort of dress
"We got a shot at winning all
rehearsal for next year's six gold medals," said Clough.
Olympic Games.
"We'll see how the draw goes;
"The kid is a good fighter, that means a lot."
very „humble and well brought
Joe Frazier has sent his best
up," Clough said. "He could wishes. Maybe next year he'll
have used the experience in send Marvis.

EKU's Duncan, Asst.,
Resign Roundball Posts
By the Associated Press
RICHMOND, Ky. — Shirley
Duncan, women's basketball
coach at Eastern Kentucky
University, and assistant
coach Sharon Gaunt have
resigned.
- Duncan, a Springfield, Va.
native, compiled a 41-59

record in her four seasons at
EKU, with a 5-24 mark in her
last season.
Eastern athletic director
Donald Combs said applications for the head coach
post would be taken until July
27, and for the assistant coach
position until the second week
of August.

FULL
OF
HOT AIR

Curl Aiming For First PGA Tour Title Since 1974
By the Associated Press
COAL VALLEY, Ill. —
Veteran Rod Curl seemed to
have sights on his clubs.
The straight-hitting Curl
fired a 5-under-par 65 Friday
for a two-round total of 132 and
a tie for first going into today's
third round of the $200,000
Quad Cities Open.
"Any pro can play when you
hit the fairways," said the 5foot-5 Curl. "I probably hit
nine (fairways) today. My
average used to be six or
seven."
Sharing the lead at 8underpar was D.A. Weibring,
who finished third in the Quad
Cities Open last year.
Weibring also shot a 65
Friday, holing out a sensational 90-foot chip for an
eagle at the first hole on the
6,514-yard Oakwood Country
Club course.
Curl, who hasn't won on the
PGA tour since the 1974
Colonial National Invitational,
came
up
with
some
magnificent irons to score five
of his seven birdies during the
round to offset two bogies.
After taking a break
following the round to visit his
wife, 8-month-old son and 8year-old daughter who are
traveling with him, Curl

returned to the links later in Bob Murphy, South African
the evening to fine tune his Bobby Cole, Jeff Mitchell,
game.
Dennis Sullivan and Canadian
Dan Halldorson.
"The weather has been so
good the last two evenings that
Eighty-eight players made
I've worked late," he said. the cut at 141, including
"I've iliays been- a hard veteran Sam Snead,
who fired
worker."
a 3-under-par 67 Friday to
Five golfers were tied one become the first player
on the
stroke back at 133. They were tour ever to card
his age, PGA

officials said.
Defending champion Victor
Regalado, who blamed slow
play and the 90-degree heat for
his round of 70, was left two
strokes off the pace at 134.
Frank Beard and Dave
Eichelberger, who both
carded 144 for two rounds,
missed the cut, as did Bruce
Devlin, who struggled to a 146.

Paintsville Continues Streak,
Mauls Bristol By 16-6 Count
By the Associated Press
PAINTSVILLE, Ky. — With
the help of Ottis Nixon, Rob
Teegarden
and
Randy
Guerra, the Paintsville

winning pitcher for Paintsville, and starter Charlie Nail
picked up the loss for Bristol.

TriCounty Yankees ripped the
Bristol (Tenn.) Tigers 166 in
Appalachian League baseball
action here Friday night.

It was the eighth straight
victory for Paintsville,.which
now stands at 19-2 for the
season. Bristol's season
record is 6-17.

The trio scored 10 and drove
in eight of Paintsville's .16
runs. Teegarden hit a single, a
double and a triple, raising his
average for the season to 405.
Rick Budweg, 3-0, was the

The Tri-County Yankees
now go on the road for a sixgame trip that begins
Saturday night in Kingsport,
Tenn., with the first of three
games with the Kingsport
Braves.

Meisenheimer
Is Awarded
Scholarship
By the Associated Press
RICHMOND, Ky. — John L.
Meisenheimer Jr. of Richmond, a member of the
Eastern Kentucky University
swimming team, has been
awarded a $1,500 postgraduate scholarship by the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association.

Trapped attic heat can
radiate down into your home,
causing the air conditioner to
work more than necessary. Solution? Insulate your attic and give
it adequate ventilglion so summer heat can't build up.

West Ky. Rural Electric
Coo • erative-Corporation
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Southern Magnolia Holds
Sentimental Spot In Region
While its wood ma) be of
limited value as lumber, it
would be hard indeed to find a
tree that holds a more sentimental spot in regional affection than the magnificent
southern magnolia. Blooming
right now in large creamywhite, delightfully-fragrant
flowers, it symbolizes all the
romatice, glamor, and
gallantry of the legendary Old
South.
In fact, this state flower of
Mississippi and Louisiana is
the glory of the South in song
and story. It is the tree that
President Andrew Jackson
ordered planted near the south
portico of the White House as
"something green in memory
of Rachel," his beloved wife.

2. NOTICE

Pennsylvanians steeping the
red seeds of the magnolia in
rum and brandy for use in
treating ."pectoral diseases."
"The virtues of this
remedy," Kalm reported to
his superiors, "are universally extolled, and even
praised for their salutary
effects in consumption."
Kahn also described the
odor of magnolia blossoms to
beyond
"agreeable
be
description" which, indeed, it
is.
According to dendrologists,
the magnolia can be trafed
back to the Cretaceous period
of geological history when
dinosaurs stalked the earth.
Fossils of this tree have been
found as far north as Alaska
and Greenland. The southern
magnolia, however, grows as
a native only in the coastal
from
running
plain
southeastern North Carolina
to central Florida and west to
eastern Texas. Cultivation has
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
extended its range conAM siderably.
B231111 233
*
Sometimes known as bay
M
MEM CHU
sweet bay, and bull
laurel,
D.
A
C132:1 11013
up in
BaLlIEKI MEMO bay, the magnolia shootswith
a
a tower of glossy leaves
3121C11313 3301:1131.41 bell-shaped or cylindrical
crown that is, in itself, a thing
A
031011:11311
of beauty and much to be
MCI 11113121
desired as an ornamental.
INIG13013 133 LA Most of its lumber goes into
MOO ROO
furniture and because the
R OS
000113 (KM ADS
wood resists twisting and
Mee
cupping, much of it is used in
manufacture of venetian
35 Greek phi46 Asian sea the
blinds.
48 Canvas
losopher
-36 Retreat
51 Finish
Symptoms of shock include
37 Carry
53 Song
pallor, weak breathing and
39 Turk
56 Earth godweak pulse.
40 Pretends
dess

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

4 Flesh
ACROSS
1 Picture
5 Bar legal,
6 Choral cornholder
position
6 Centers
7 Preposition
11 Plow soles
Ethiopian
12 Charm
14 State . Abbr
title
15 Dined
9 Paradise
17 Withered
10 Cairn
11 Sting
.18 Reverence
13 Apportioned
20 Civil ntunes
16 Goddess of
22 Seine
discord
23 Rockfish
19 Growing out
25 Musical inof
strument.
21 Breaks
27 Compass pt
24 Stage whis28 Waste
per
30 Began
26 Pope's yell
32 Stalemates
29 Descen34 Threedants
banded
31 Commonarmadillo
place
35 Forecast
43 Leases
58 Scale note
33 Rasper
38 Narrow
openings
6 7
2 3 ill 5
1
41 French article
12
42 Mistake
ill
17
14
41 Greenland
1511161
: settjement
18
45 Indonesian
47 Surfeits
24
25
27
26
23
49 Time period
31
28
29
Weary
50
30Ill
52 -7 code
34
54 Thulium
Ill
1133
111
To M
symbc,
37
35 36
38ll
55 Fruit
1111
57 Crowns
illlllill "
59 Church c'r - ill
45
' dal
II
a
51
00 Craftie,
32
53

Ena
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111
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of
No
performance
-Twilight Cabaret," the
outdoor musical variety show
by Murray State University at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort • -Park, will play :._00
Saturday evening, July 21.
Robert E. Johnson, artistic
director of the production and
associate professor of theatre
at Murray State, said the
performance on that date has
been canceled because of a
prior commitment of facilities

•

Ill
E " illl
Ill

iii

DOWN
1 Bloom
2.Sun god
3 Fruit drink

Notice is hereby given that!
W-4S,
Kentucky
Project
which is a Federal Aid in
Wildlife Restoration project
funded in port by the U 5,
Fish and Wildlife Servic
(MS). hot hod on en

JUllIa

a a

IAlRR Jul..
s r. by 1 rut,d Fe.ture Syndicate. Eric

NEWBORN GERENUK- The legs were a little wobbly,
but a newborn Gerenuk was up and moving about less
than an hour after its birth. The new born with its 18-inch
frame, mostly ears and legs didn't stray far from mama's
watchful gaze. The birth at Busch Gardens is the first
result of a breeding program begun last November at the
300-acre park. There are only tour zoos in the country
that keep the Gerenuk which is a member of the African
gazelle family.
(AP Laserpboto)

Education Department

Asking For Requests Of
Projects For Handicapped
FRANKFORT - The
Kentucky Department of
Education is asking local
school districts, institutions
and agencies to submit
requests for projects that

Performances By MSU
Have Been Canceled

Ti

by the park management.
that
With
exception.
Johnson .added, "Twilight
Cabaret" will continue to
follow its schedule of playing
.at 8:30. p.nt daily except
Monday through Aug. Sat the
old beach house in the park.
Songs, dances, and comedy
skits in the show are focused
on the Gay Nineties era. No
admission is charged but
voluntary contributions are
accepted.

NUTS

SLEEP HOPE NOV FEEL
WELL, BETTER IN
CHUCK! THE MORNING!

:THE LIGHT
CHUCK'S ROOM
JUST WENT
OUT, MARCE

'M11414111•19
.

DO WE
NEED ANY
SOAP

-

tiorciree.-70trif a

An.

C89 U'r'ic EARLas Syn.:V.4e

REETLE.LULU
AND NOT
TOO MUCH
OF THIS

AND A
LITTLE OF
THAT

A LITTLE
OF Ti-N5

IL011111E
YOUIZ
• (CI-I ICKEN SOUP

MI;

SAND IT RiGwr IN LINE
WITH "ME PRESIDENTS
GUIDELINES

-

,4E

ION
MAIM

THEY'RE
TRYING TO
FIND THE
BURIED
601(7.

YEAH 7 I KNQW FAKING!
TELL THEM TO FIND IT..
BEFORE I COUNT TEN
OR I'LL START
SHOOTING! ONE.,

(THEY'RE CLOSING
IN „,AND
LOG'5 SLIPPERY!

••:.•‘•

,
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4. HELP WANTED
PAIN
EXPERIENCED
For
T ER S, steady work
interview call 753-0139
EARN EXTRA Money. Ideal
New
for
Homemakers
survey to update Murray
directories
community
Absolutely no selling Most
work can be done from your
home by phone Generous
compensation Small amount
of house to house work
required Must be able to
work at least 5 hours per day.
We train you Must have
telephone and good handwriting Apply in own han
dwriting giving name, ad
dress, and telephone num
ber, to Johnson Publishing
Company, c o Ledger 8.
Box
32Y,
Times, P 0
Murray, Ky 420.11

Nona

Traditions surrounding the
magnolia are as ancient as
they are many. The genus was
named in honor of Dr. Pierre
Magnol, celebrated 17th
century French botanist and
physician to King Louis XIV.
Incidentally, Dr. Mag,nial was
one of the first men to classify
plants by botanical families.
But long before the 17th
century, magnolias were
cultivated by the Chinese who
preserved the buds for
medical use and for seasoning
rice. Much later in 1770 or
thereabouts when Swedish
botanist Peter Kalm was
traveling over America in
search of "beneficial plants"
for the Swedish Academy of
Sciences, he discovered

4
,4,
•11
4

meet specific priorities in the
education of handicapped
children.
Billie R. Downing, head of
the Bureau of Education for
Exceptional Children, said the
department will provide funds
to support projects that help
handicapped children who are
not receiving any educational
services or for the most
handicapped
severely
children who are not receiving
adequate assistance. The
money comes out of the state's
discretionary portion of
federal funds for the education
of handicapped children. The
department will allocate up to
$580,000. It will be divided
accepted
the
among
proposals.
of
Department
The
Education is seeking three
types of proposals:
-- Training programs for
teachers who are involved in
educating profoundly handicapped students;
- Area diagnostic centers
to serve rural areas, and
- Direct and support
services for handicapped
students in secondary schools.
The department will award
grants for two training
programs, one in the east part
of the state and the other in
west Kentucky. "Providing
educational services for the
most severely handicapped
children within. public schools
is a relatively new developsaid.
Downing
ment,"
"Teachers who are now
working with these children
h4ve indicated they would like
additional information on new
techniques,"
The department wants to
help establish three area
diagnostic centers, one each in
east, west-ioxt- central Kentucky. Downing pointed out
that federal and state
regulations require local
school districts to use multidisciplinary teams to identify,
evaluate and place haninto
children
dicapped
programs winch meet their
needs. "However, local
districts, especially those in
rural areas, have trouble
finding qualified people for
these teams," she...ezplained.
The proposed centers would
provide both direct services to
children and assistance to
oral school districts.
The state plans to award
grants for four projects which
would provide additional
services to handicapped
secondarY school students.
"Programs for high school
students-have not developed
as rapidly as those for
younger children," Downing
said. jpe are looking for
proposals which could be
adapted by other districts, if
the model program proves
successful"
All proposals must be
submitted to the Bureau of
Education for Exceptional
Children by 3:30 p.m. (CDT),
Aug. 15. Further information
on requests for proposals and
Instructions on how to apply
may be obtained from the
Bureau of Education for
Exceptional Children,
Department of Education,
Capital Plaza Tower, Frankfort, Ky.,40601 or phone: (502)
5M-3790

vironmentol
assessmen
prepared for it by the FWS. protift
This
includes,
among
other
activities,
Aid
in
Federal
Wildlife
Restoration projects in Kentucky
Also included or.
research and surveys conducted on a Statewide basis
to solve specific wildlife
management problems and to
monitor the status of wildlife
populations
These activitws include
capture and marking, disease
and
parasite
analysis,
management practice @value',on and population habitat
and harvest inventories of
deer rabbit, doves. qUail,
tureliy, waterfowl. and other
Other activities,
species
which ore designed to improve wildlife habitat orxl
provide public recreation, in-

ARE
SIPPER VISOR
Requires a Masters Degree
and a Kentucky teaching certification Selected applicant
will supervise 12 ABE evening
teachers in on eight county
area Must co-ordinate the
ABE Program with area school
systems and be willing to
travel. Salary $12.000 Send
application by July 27th to.
Ilene= laws,
*Mee SI lzfewded
lidooeffee,
Marra, hoe %h.
Monruy, KT 41011

clude
construction
and
maintenance on buildings.
dams roods and bodges,
and
public
fences.
use
facilities. wildlife food plots;
land clearing, vegetation control by mowing prescribed
burning and application of

AM KW& OPPORTUNITY DAPIOTER

structures. managing water
1.325 acres. adlevels
ministering the protect; prosiding public hunting and
other recreation, protecting
management areas, and providing technical guidance to
landowners
The environmental assessment may be inspected at the
FWS Regional Office and the
Kentucky Deportment of fish
and Wildlife Resources in
Copies of the
Frankfort
assessment may also be obtained at these locations upon
of
reasonable
reproduction costs pursuant
to 43 CFI, Port 2, Appendix
payment

A. Copies of the. Findings of
No SVgnificant Impact will be
provided free of cost.
the
Comments :on
assessments may be submitted to the Regional-Director,
FWS. Richard B. Russell
Building, Atlanta, Georgia
30303, no later than 30 days
Kahan
from date of
2. NOTICE

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
Spe,'Alt, At

Starke Nardwara
'12th Lti Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

Quality
SIGNS
since 1951
Come On By or
Call 753-3315

is. BUS:OPPORTURITY
Orin paw esen lopedy profitable and
beautrfal Blue loos Store and fallmon
Snot Vadernomelle fOINCOM offers Mos
14141•44 uprl,
oppor,kanty ks,d ,
as lee Iv.
, *ropier SIAM Glen
Mole landlubber and over 30 other
nationativk noon brands and reNfod
...dodoswortsweariii 500 00
Repropno 'memory ir000rea .4/telli
cftd Gr../ OPersalp prornopon is vi
formation call SO1 379 8376 fp Pk

Carter Nob
753-8298
BIG *ND %Mall plants,
baskets, fresh
hanging
herbs, supplies and etc. 10
if you
discount
cent
per
mention this ad. Potting
Shed, 641 South, Smiles north
of Paris (901) 642-8168. (Just
watch us grow!).
FREE STORE. 759-4600.
GOD IS Love Bible study,
anytime. Bible Facts and
•
•F newillaRtret.750-4600 -

Photo Copy
Machine
Sales & Service
TWIN LAKES 4 .
OFFICE MONTS
T18-0123
BIBLE CALL
Friday, Saturday sad
Sunday hoar What It
moans to be lost 759 4444 or Children's
Story 759-4445.
---DO YOU OWN ANY

IDLEDIAMONDS?
Let us reset
them in ktvely
-Far Resistible'

EAR
STUDS

vreSINIOPP4vo iaibloymbir
voorrytvfiere Sriendil velvi Nem nvvieretv pr ev
ev.,4,44oVvvvri.4410,4 worvv.

FURCHES JEIVERY
S 4th Murray

JUNK CARS Call after5 pm,
474.6838
WANTED TO buy. Standing
timber, top prices paid 489
233/.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
BABY BASSINET 7535699FOR SALE: 10)02 cabin fent
used one time, $130 GE AM
FM B track tape player with
turntable, 2 speakers, and
stand, $75. Call 753 0212 after
5 pm 753-1707.
1951 FORD TRACTOR and
Westinghouse refrigerator,
18 20 cubic ft. Cabinet stereo
with AM FM radio. Call 753
7833 after 5 pm.
LARGE TAME plums for
sale. Also refrigerator and
green carpet. Call 753-4725.
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners. 753 1551 or 753
9104 •
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
Herdon
BUILT
CUSTOM
couch, stereo, AM FM radio,
record player and tape deck,
dresser and bed, 35 cup
automatic cot-tee maker, hot--

plate. radio, 4 piece- Samsonite luggage. Call 753.5575.

1971
DISHWASHER,
coppertone
F R IG I DAR E,
block,
chopping
with wooden
$75 Call 753 3381 or 759 1071
FOR SALE: Twin beds and
box springs, 2 dressers and
cheSt of drawers and a
couch. Call 434-22.18.
FOR SALE. Twin beds,table, hanging lamp,
chests, dishwasher, old
kitchen cabinet, and alot of
metal cabinets. Call 753.3593.
NEW! NO wax linoleum only
$15 a roll Also 1 year old
Sears air conditioner, $125.
759 1975
TABLE AND 4 chairs. Call
after 3:30 pm. 753-6680.
UPRIGHT PIANO and large
wooden secretary's desk.
Call 436 5377.
WHIRLPOOL HEAVY duly
washer, like new, Bendix
clothes dryer, nice portable
bar with 3 stools, green craft
20" mower, good condition,
$30, G E. dishwasher, 2
years old, automotive t v.
and hookup,$150 Call after 4
pm, 753 9851.
room
DINING
WALNUT
suite and china cabinet. 753
9599

22. MUSICAL

FOR SALE: 6 string Alvarez
Artist guitar, pearl inlaid
neck
_ $.400 Call 753 7490_
23.'EXTERMINATING
•••••..-

Law

•

We still have a few
open dates for simmer
weddings.

14 Veep pee

14. WANT TO BUY

HELP WANTED, Hickory
Hut Bar b p needs a person
to cook in the pit 3 days a
week Also need part time
clay help Stop by Hickory
Hut to fill out applicatiset
Located on Chestnut Street
Please no phone calls.
JANITOR. MUST be able to
run buffer, work late hours
Call 753-9757,
MACHINE
SEWING
operators Apply in pers00
Manufacturing
Calloway
11)
Poplar.
Company,
Murray, KY
WANTED: FARM families
interested in a top notch
group
medical
maior
hospital coverage Call Steve
home
753.7273,
Payne, office
759 1134.
WANTED: LIVE in corm
for elderly
panion helper
KIRBY
Room and board
woman
plus wages Very nice'home
'AMIN
Need
personable
facilities
CLEANERS
lady. References required.
For factory authorised parts.
Call evenings, 759 1718.
isles, and service call (901;
NURSE aid or
WANTED
W
642-7819 Located at i
LPN for Pediatrician doc.
Waidungton St , Court Square,
tor's office
Experience
Parts, TN
preferred but will train. send
references and resume to
P.O. Box 431, Murray, K.-Y
42071.11. FARM EQUIP.
PERMANENT
WANTED:
WHEEL . flatbed
FOUR
job for reliable woman to do
wagon, 3145: tobacco-sticks,
housework 3 or 3,2 days per 10 cents each. (901)782 3622
week., Would be responsible
for 2 children -Scime of the-3300- J01444.0.EERE.coathin.e.„
with corn and bean header,
time. Live in Lynn Grove
75 model Call (9011 20-5335
area. Call 4354500
after 7pm
NEED short term
WE
NOTHING BETTER than
supervisor to co-ordinate
directory'
Adams hard surfaced plow
community
points, shoyels and sweeps
workers. Must be able to
for all cultivators. See us
devote 6 hours per day for
before you buy. Vinson
approximately 3 weeks
Tractor Co., 753 4892.
Applicant needs to have a
good knowledge of Murray
1940 RED BELLY Ford and
area and enjoy working with
equipment. Excellent conpeople. Apply -to P.O. Box 32
dition. 753-9507.
V. Murray, KY_42Q71.
HUDSON
TRAILER.
1. SITUATIONS WANTED
Brothers dual axle, 8000 lb.
capacity; electric brakes.
WANTED. FARM families
interested in a top notch
WO Call 435 4156 after 7 pm.
group
medical
major
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
hospital coverage. Call Steve
J.C. HIGGINS 20 gauge
Payne, office 753-7273, home
shotgun, Johnson 44 caliber
759-1134,
shotgun. 75 years old. Best
WOULD LIKE to do light
offer. Cash only Call 759bookkeeping in my home
1894.
75411597.

trapping
and
chemicals,
restocking grouse turkeys,
deer raccoons. and beavers;
waterfowl nest
providing

I,. A

CLASSIFIEDADS!

11. INSTRUCTIONS
MEDICAL LABORATORY
Technician class starts
192.9
10,
September
Enrollment limited. Apply'
now. Call (615) 526 3660 or
write Cumberland School of
Medical Technology, 321 N
Washington Ave , Cookeville,
T N.4501.
12. INSURANCE
WANTED FARM families
interested in a top notch
group'
medical
major
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753-7273, home
759 1134.
14. WANT TO BUY
1967 CAMARO DOOR panels,
in good shape. Call 753 7393

Kelley's Termite
I Peltcontrol
,24. MISCELLANEOUS
ELECTRIC
NCR
cash
register, good
working
condition Call 753 2700,
200 GALLON FUEL oil tank
and stand,$50, 753.0061
60., P9INT
E E OSA K E

diamod

soiitare for sale.

753 9599.
8x8 REM BARN storage
building,
also
10x12
greenhouse for sale. Call 527
1981
SAWDUST FOR sale. We
deliver Days (901) 352 5777
or nights (901) 352 3637 or
352 3487

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Natural Gas System is accepting
applications for residential gas service under the
provisions of a controlled residential attachment
plan.
A limit of one hundred (100) new customers has
been established.
Persons desiring to apply for service may pick up
an application at the Murray Natural Gas System
engineering office on Andrus Drive, Murray, Kentucky. Additional information may be obtained 1-,1
calling 753-5626.

For Sale
By Simla Bid:
Twenty Six 9.5 Cu. Ft. G. E. refrigerators,
Eighteen 11.6 Cu. Ft. Westinghouse refrigerators.
May be inspected at the rear of the project apartments on Ellis Drive and Broad St. Ext. 8:00 a.m. to
4 p.M.
Leave bids at the Housing Authority Office. Bid
opening will be Wednesday, July 25, 1979 at 1:00
Additional information may be obtained at the
/lousing Autt.,nlity office,'15.1-5000.

.,
-
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43. REAL ESTATE
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53,SERVICESOFFERED

TWO
BEDROOM
uni
furnished apartment,
available immediately. 7534331.

Georgeous lakeview
home. Everything
goes with this 3 BR, 2
bath home in Pine
Bluff Shores. Owner
will leave all appliances including
iMcrowave. Den has
wet
bar. Ideally
located on 3 lots.
Asking $57,500. Make
an offer.
John Smith, Realtor

LAKEVIEW JUST reduced
All these credit cards and you tell me for
quick sale! 2 levels of

-p, 2
old
lot of
-3593.
only
r old
$125.

AKC ALASKAN Malamute
puppies, shots and wormed,
good pets. Arcadia Pine
Kennels, 753-9390.
PEEK-A-POO PUPPIES. 3
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
male, 1 female, all solid
ROOM FOR rent, 2 blocks
from university. $45 per white, %SO each. Call 753 6722
or can be seen after S at 014
month utilities included, Foa‘Mead
ows.
boys only. 74,3.st4o Or 436
REGISTERE-D
AKC
24T1.
Bloodhound puppies for sale.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
Paul Bailey,753-3723.
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
41. PUBLIC SALES
brick home, 4 miles West of
FIVE PARTY carport sale.
Murray. Call 759-4755 or 1
Saturday only, .4 tit -?.
466-3311.
Household items, clothing,
BASE
CB
with
0104
microphone and tower with THREE BEDROOM house, odds and ends. On Highway
adults only, no pets. Newly
antenna and coax. 753 0601.
across road on East
280
redecorated, furnfshe
CAR FM converter, $10: college. $300 per d near Elementary school.
month.
flume quadraphonic con References
and deposit FOUR PARTY yard sale,
verter, S25, portible 8 track required. Call 753,1760
Saturday
after 5 Street , 8 til ?. North lath
player, s35.,.caii 767 4383.
extended, 2.2. miles
. pm.
north
of
121
bypass.
NEED A new colpr t.v, but THREE BEDROOM
house Children's cldthes, infant
short on cash? We have a 19" near
Kentucky
Lake. dressing table, furniture
,
colee-fer-en4V-41-6-a-menth-CirAlso--25" tor only 622 per month. washer and dryer
included. have - Amway Products.
Under warranty. Claytons, J Deposit required. $200
per Canedl if rains.
& B Music. 753 7575.
month. Call 753-8964.
HOUSE PLANT sale, 613
27. MOB.HOME SALES
36. RENT OR LEASE
College Courts, Sunday.
1975 DOUBLE WIDE on 2
MOVING SALE! 20 cubic ft.
acre lot, central air, well and
Frigidare side by side, "16
large garage, located in
Warehouse
cubic ft. frost free freezer,
Kirksey. Call 489 2248 after
gas barbaque grill, bedroom
pm
Storage
set, electric trimmer edger,
you Can
'
t
FOR SALE: 12x60 Esquire
bedding and household
Space
..mobi1t_lictme.112edroorn.end
linens, hand tools and
kitchen, all electric, $5900.
For Rent
numberous other items. 753Cat)436-2645.
5456.
Ideal for storing house
TWO BEDROOM 12x65
PLANT SALE! 10 cents and
mobile home and 60x200 lot
full of furniture, cars,
up. Saturday, 203 College
for sale. 1 1 mile from Ken
Courts.
antiques
,
business
tucky-Lake near Blood River
YARD SALE, Saturday 8
overflows, etc. Phone
Church. Call 436 2739 after
corner of North 4th- and
We have people in4 300m.
753-7618 after 5:00p.m. -am,
Bee _Creek Drive. Lots of
terested
1975 12x60 TRAILER, exin locating in
cheap items, clothes, odd
cellent condition. Call 753tables.
the Murray-Calloway
0
.
FOR
SALE
or
6683 or 762-2896.
rent to
County area. List your
qualified party
with 43. REAL ESTATE
21. MOB.HOME RENTS
adequate
deposit
home with us for a
FOR RENT: 2 mobile home agreement: 3
bedroom
lots. Call 753.7508.
quick sale.
house, nice den, living room,
and kitchen. 2 baths and
24. HEATING I COOLING
utility. Located near Murray
High SchoOl on Doran Road.
Low 550's Or $375 per month.
Subject to sale of property.
• TWt) CAW shop, $175 per John Smith Realtors
759month, electric furnished. 4531.
One mile from city limits
5 MILES FROM
Call 753 0709,
1978 SET OF Encyclopedias,
excellent condition. Call 759
1943.
TWO 40 FOOT van loads Of
office
furniture.
Chairs,
leskS, safe% 2.3,4, and S
irawer file cabinets, storage
cabinets, fiberglass and
plex'glass. Ross 8, Sons
Salvage Mdse.; The.Martin,
TN 38237. Phone: 901-587
2420. Open Monday-Friday,
7 30 to 5.30, Saturday 7:30 to
300.

afford

it?"

Looking For
An Investment?
Look no further - be
the first owner of this
sparkling new duliley;
all appliances furcablevision
niShed,
equipped, fully carpeted, tenants waiting
to pay you rent. Be the
one to receive the
benefit of this income
producing property.
Call Guy Spann Realty
753-7724.

WILSON

WANTED: TWO or three
bedroom trailer for rent in
country. Call 759-4084 after
five
WORKING COUPLE with
one child need older 2
bedroom house with garage
in city. 753-4092.
APARTMENT FOR rent, 2
blocks from University, $110
per month. Phone 753-4140,
436-241I or 759-1154.
DUPLEX APARTMENT, 2
bedroom, unfurnished, $185
per month. Quiet neigh.
borhoeid. Call 753-13096. •

THE COURT SQUARE
58 acre farm with a
two bedroom house.
Farm has 28 acres of
tendable land and
more that could be
cleared. Some good
timber. Several fruit
trees and strawberry

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

ONE CATTLE watering
trough. Call .492-8710 after 5
pm.
34. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC REGISTERED Cocker
Spaniels, buff color, cute and
loveable. Ideal for kids. Call
753-1934 or after 7 pm, 753
labl

beds.
GET IT while it lasts. 2
bedroom cabin near the lake
nestled in the woods for only
$9,900. Most of furniture
stays and this is new. Nelson
Shroat
759-1707.

INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE
153-3263 ANYTIME
392 N. 1216 Si.

GEM IN a perfect setting! It
is a pleasure to show you the
outstanding features of this 4
bedroom trilevel. Efficient
floor plan includes family.
sized kitchen, dining room
with china cabinet, family
room with built in bookcases
and Nreplace, built-in desks
and vanities in bedrooms,
large master bath with
dressing area. Don't postpone happiness, come see.
Call 753.1492. Offered be
Loretta Jobs
_ Realtors

-

This
investment
property has it all.
Nice living quarters. Store had 3,300 sq. ft.
all fixtures & equipment inside goes with
property. Located on
641 S.

Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.

I
bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a
•anorarna Shores. Has living room, kit
then, utility and bath. Bedrooms new!
carpeted. Priced at $27,000
-

Call 436-2742
After 6 P.M.
Licensed For
Commercial or Residential
Free Estimates On Any lob
Large or Small

Near Hazel 2 BR.,
home, large kitchen,
separate dining. 2acre
lot, a real bargain at
$12,900.

TELEPHONE 753.1851

Only $24,500.00 and
only three miles south
of Murray is this three
bedroom home on over
an acre of land.
Carpet. storm doors
and windows and lots
of room with lots of
potential. We'll make
your appointment for
you''

AN ALTERNATE
TO RENTING
Rented dollars are
wasted dollars. This
three bedroom home
affords the privacy
your family needs,and
allowse you to invest
those
otherwise
wasted
rental
payments. Located /
1
2
block from Carter
School. Home features
a nice family room,
lots ,,Of storage space,
extra garage and
chain link fence in
backyard, and plenty
of shade. Priced at
$0,900-

Professional Services
The Friend', Touch-

iiith

Two adjolning lots
totaling lr frontage
on Lakewood Rd. in
Haywood Vista. Can
be
purchased
separately for $2,250
each or together for
4S,250.

cozy lake living without the
lakefront price. Brick and
frame with too many extras
to mention. Reduced to
$35,500 Nelson Shroat Co
759-1707.

Ainley Auction
Realty Sales
COI. 195111$ AMID
Auctioneer Realtor-

Appraiser
Pti 901)479-2986 479-3;')
South Fulton Tenn.

Homes Don't
Grow, But
Families Do...
and this well con'structed energy efficient home has the
space to allow room
for a modem growing
family.
Four
bedrooms,
dining
room, living room,
den, large recreation
room, beautiful kitchen & lots df closet
space. Call Guy Spann
Realty 753-7724.

A PROVEN
METHOD OF
MARKETING
YOUR HOME.
=tient _3_bedro9m 1
11
/
2 bath home in rustic
setting near Ky. Lake.
On extra large lot wi
additional
lot'
available, central heat
and air with fireplace
thermostat connections. Not pictured
is a 12x28 brick
workshop with electricity and plumbing.
Priced well below
replacement cost.

53. SERVIeESOFFERED
FENCE SALES at Sears MOBILE HOME anchors.
now. Call Sears 753 2310 for Aluminum and. fiberglas
s
free estimates for your underpinning,. white, beige,
1967 VOLKSWAGEN, needs.
and brown Roofs sealed
square back, good condition. FOR YOUR chain link Also patio awnings, open or
Call 492 8604
fencing
needs, contact screened in, with or without
Also carports,
1978 BUICK SKYLARK Montgomery Ward
Free windows
single and double sizes Jack
estimate
s 753 1966
Landau, 305 vs, gets 23 mpg,
Glover.
753
1873
after 6 pm
13,100 actual miles, one FOR
YOUR
home
owner. Call 7g3-0366
alterations.. repair, and ROOFING, REMODELING,
1979 CUTLASS SUPREME, remodeling, also new homes painting interior and ex
terior. Anything to do with
T top, $6900. Call 753-2414 or and commercial, call 753
carpenters' we can do it.
6123.
759-1518.
Reasonab
le rates. 20 years
BY
1976
Sears,
CHEVY
MALIBU GUTTERING
Sears continous. gutters experience. Senior Citizens
_Classic,
4-door,
VO
ices
automatic, air conditioned, installed
year - discount. Phone 7532418. 8
- power steering and brakes, specifications. Call Sears -am
ROOFING,
FLAT
good condition, 71,000 mites. 753-231gter free estimates.
or
$2700. Phone 436-2165.
HOME REPAIRS, exterior shingles, water proofing and
mobile
homes.
15 years
1973
FIREBIRD, LOW and interior painting, car- experienc
e. CaI1435,4173.
work,
small
mileage. Formula. Call 753- pentry
WET
masonary
BASEME
jobs,
decks
NT?
and
We
1864.
make .wet basements dry,
FIAT 128, 1975, LOW mileage patios built, rooms paneled.
work
492-8615.
compiefe
ly
guarentee
cL
35,000, white,4-door. Call 759HUGH OUTLAND roofing, Call or write Morgan Con1739 alter 5 pm. - •
- - 'exteltent reference
struction
Co..
_emits
2,-Box
s. - can - /09,A. Paducah_
FOR
-E-1-4907-f-ord 20,
4
KY 42001 or
7
.
53:14111-amtasktor-Shrtferbody, needs starter. Asking
call day or night, 1-442 7026
INSULATION BLOWN in by
S75.753-3713.
Sears, save on these high WILL HAUL driveway white
heating and cooling bills. rock and Ag lime, also have
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Call- Roger
estimates.
KEN'S LAWNMOWER Hudson, 753-6763 or 753-45.45.'
repair. 718 South 4th. Fast WILL DO plumbing, heating
For Sale: 1972 service.
and air conditioning, repairs
753-7400.
remodeling around the
Orange Dodge Colt. LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and
home, such as; painting,
and gas installation, will do carpentr
y, and concrete. 753
76,000 miles. Body
plumbing, heating and air
2211 or 753-9600.
conditioning. Ca11753 7203.
and motor in good
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN. YOUR TREES could be
Having trouble getting those silently suffering from insect
condition. $1000 or
small electrical jobs done? attack and or fungus disease.,
best offer. Approx. Service calls are our A new method of pesticide
injection
y. Call Ernest correct to your trees can
27 mpg. Phone specialit
most of these
White,753-0605.
problems eatily and quickly.
753-9379 from 8MITCHELL BLACKTOP. Scientific and effective. Cal!
PING,
s and small today,
EPA
certified.
10 a.m.; after 7:30 lobs a driveway
speciality, also pat- Kelley's Termite & Pest
ching and Seal coating. 753- Control, Inc., 100 South 13th
p.m., 753-7705.
1537.
Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 753-3914. 33 years of
1975 GRAND PRIX, two tone
experience in pest control.•
red and burgandy. Loaded
57. WANTED
everything.but sun roof. Best
W
A-a1
-7-ED: FARM families
offer. 753-8257.
interested in a top notch'
1979 HONDA ACCORD LX,
major
medical
group
3,000 _miles, $6800. Call 753hospital coverage. Call Steve
2269 or 753-2266.
Payne, office 753-7273, home
1976 MERCURY GRAND
759 1134
Marquis.
Excellent condition, full power, one owner.
Asking $3150. Days 642-7190,
evenings 642-7581.

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

1973 PLYMOUTH DUSTER,
AM-FM radio and tape
player. Call 436-2282.
1971 TRIUMPH TR-6, low
mileage, good shape. 23 to 25
mpg. Call 753-4440.
1976 VW SCIRROCO. 7536865.
1978
CHEVY
VAN,
customized by Winnebago.
Call 759-4459 after 5 pm.
1962 CHEVROUT SIX
cylinder step side pickup.
$450. Call 753-4530.
1968 DATUSN PICKUP. 1968
__East/ uicks/p. Also a grader
blade with 3 1;:toint hitch. 916
North 18th.
1975 GMC SIERRA Grande
pickup, low mileage, priced
to sell. 753-7477.
1976 GMC SIERRA Classic.
truck. 435-4420.
1979 'JEEP PICKUP. Air,
automatic, one owner, 2,000
miles. Call 436-2427.
1972 VW VAN, new radial
tires, AM radio, 30,000 miles.
Manufacturer's rebuilt
engine. S1200.-Call 759-1159.

HAIL DAMAGED clearance
sale. Many units at cost.
White's Camper Sales, East
94 Highway, Murray. 7530605.
6:
11 cze4)
52. BOATS & MOTORS
WANTING TO relocate in
1978 16 FT. VIP ski boat'-1-35
country-type atmosphere?
hp Johnson outboard motor.'
You must see this 3 bedroom753-1411(anytime)
Must sell! Call 753-8030 after
brick situated on 1 acre
5 pm.
lot...large kitchen-den
Our successful sales
SO HP JOHNSON Super
combination, 1,g baths, 45. FARMS FOR SALE
campaign, has left us fireplace, drapes...recentlY 70 ACRES. 30 CROPLAND, Horse, sell or trade for 20 hp.
with more buyers than
redecorated. Feel the im, 1.9 acres tobacco base, 759-4509.,
pulse to own your own home? tobacco barn. $550 per acre SILVERLINE 16 FOOT triwe have listings. Call
Here's one worth having. or can purchase with 3 hull, 75 hp 'Johnson Stinger
or come by,if you want
Call 753-1492 todiges.Offered bedroom brick ,house. (901) motor plus' Intik", all 76
model. $3000 firm. Call 489tti sell. Your property
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.
782-3622.
.
2348 after 5 pm.
may be exactiy what
18' SKI BOAT, 135 hp
our buyers are waiting
FORT SMITH Log Homes, EviArude
motor, fully
open daily 9 til 5. Saturday eipipped, excellent confor. Guy Spann RealLi,
and Sunday 1 til 5, Highway dition, extra sharp. 753-4392
48, Charlotte, Tennessee. 7" after 8 pm.
NEW OFFICE HOURS
Closed All Day Wed.
IT'S A double pleasure! A
Ond 8" logs in Pine. Poplar, 53. SERVICIOOFFERED
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
most pleasant-home recently
and Oak. Send for -free
Saturday 7'30 1il 5:00
remodeled with 1 bedroom
brothure or send $4,,r0t APPLIANCE REPAIR,
Price of
Arartinefif: ATso lite- hided is
complete catalog40'0.0.'Box refrigeration and air conditioning. Call Bill Rollins
RAIRCUT $2.00
• thriving recreational vehicle
271, C harlot*, TN 37036.
753-0762.
F.. beeNt hr.. eels ph..ea 133 HAS
business with. well-known
ADDITIOWS, REPAIR work,
brand camping ttrailers...all
PINEBLUFF SHORES ..
circulating fireplaces,
this Setting on 3 acres m I
roofing,
insurance work. Call
oFor more details, call 753
LAKESIDE HOME
Murray Remodeling. 753.Offered by Loretta
2
Bedrooms
, 2 baths, 5167.
Jobs Realtors,
1492..
central air, electric
BYARS BROTHERS 8. SonGeneral home remodeling,
heat, fireplace, 20 x 22 framing,
aluminum siding,
Purdom & Thurman
foot garage, mud room, gutters, and roofing. Call 1395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
Insurance & Real Estate
covered patio, covered
BACK HOE WORK, sepTiesouths,d. Courf Squco.
deck, 100 ft. lake frontanks, gravel and dirt
Murray, Kentucky
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706.
tage, stairs and floating
753-4451
BACK HOE
WORK
and
dock.(502)436-2495.
bulldozing. 437-4533 "after 8
pm,354-8161.
LOVELY WIRE Ew bedroom
brick home. Heated garage, BUSHHOGING AND yard
work. Call 753-6123.
••
family
room, large living
i.awnmo
wers,
tillers,
chain saws, and minor repair
:4fial
itif4i
fa)
room, storage building and CARPET CLEANING, at
in Johnson and Evinrud
e outboard motor up to 35
more. Ideal location for reasonable rates. Prompt.
family near Murray- High. and efficient service. Custom
Low $40's Call today after 4 Carnet Care. 489-2774.
Store Hours 7:30-5:00
pm,753-6245.
CARPET CLEANING, free
_
Mon.thru Fri.
TWO BEDROOM house, estimates,
satisfied
Sales and Service On Atlas
paneled throughout, some references, Vibra Vac steam
or
dry
cleaning.
Call Lee's
carpet.
,
Located in North
Lawnmowers & Tillers
Elementary School district. Carpet Cleaning,-7.33 S827 or
PHONE 492-8319
753 5816.
Priced to sell Call 753-8242
HAZEL, KY. 42049
THE
McREYNOLDS COMPARE AND
residence, 205 North '10th chain link fencing.
Mom will enjoy the
Street, Saturday and Sunday Fencing. 753-8.407.
spacious kitchen. Dad
only, by appointment Phone CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
can snooze in his
753 2908
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks,' patios,
favorite chair by the
steps, free estimates. 753,
fireplace in the den.
5476.
FOR SALE
The kids wilt have a
CARPENTRY
SERVICE.
New three bedroom
,ball in the large
Whatever your needs, Old or
new,
quality
work.
Call 153recreation room, and
brick house. Two 0565.
your guests will feel
full baths. Coll
DO YOU need stumps
welcome in the living
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
room, formal dining
can remove stumps up to 24'
room and on the arbor
below the ground, leaving
UNUSUAL HOUSE with 2 only sawdust and chips Call
covered
patio.
bedrooms
huge
to
,
wall
well
for
free estimate,Steve Shaw
Everyone wila sleep
carpet, real wood paneling, 753 9490 or Bob Kemp 435
comfortably in the
fireplace, central air and 4343.
heat, sundeck, furnished on DRIVEWAYS
four bedrooms. Many
parking
double lot near Antioch areas,- white AND
other features, and
- rocked and
Resort, $21,950. Call (901) graded. All kinds
pea gravel
located in one of the
642-7518 after 5 pm.
Free estimates. Clifford
nicest neighborhoods
47,MOTORCYCLES
Garrison 753 5429 after 4 pm
•'Quality That Will Pleasein town. Compare at
HONDA 380, 112.1..• FOUR.. 00,G. GROOMING. All
Cylinder. Good condition.
612 So. 9th
any price.
By appointment
$550 or best offer. Call 753- Pick up and delivery. Connie
3951.
Lampe,436-2515.

253-n24.

Sixteen Foot Starcraft Runabout Boat.
Equipped with vinyl top, bow, sturn and
side curtains. Has a 85 H.P. Mercury
motor and tilt Dilly trailer. Excellent
family boat. $3,000.00. Call 753-1919
ask for Karen between 7 a.m.-3 p.41._ar
753-0588.

1979 4 door Caprice, fully equipped, black an,
silver. Stock #1742 Serial No. IN69GS255138.
Amount $7194.78 List 99025.35.

Jon's Demo
1979 Caprice Classic, Carmine & Silver. Stock #1711
Serial # IN69L9S249941 invoice amount $7411.87 List
$0306.95

::••••

Never lived in - brand new 3 or 4 bedroom,2 bath,
bricle*ith central heat and air, fireplace and
2,000 sq. ft. of living area. Large cypress deck on
three sides. Located on large, excellent main
lake front lot. Built for year around living.
$61,900.

tICIIARD'S WELD/ke
and

Small Engine Service
Authorized Briggs and Stratton Dealer
Work Preformed On:

Need lots of room? Here's a 5 bedroom 2 bath
home with living room, fireplace and den
There's also a 30 x 50 concrete block work shop
and it's all situated on approxunatelv 3 acres. It
could be used in a 4ariety of ways. Asking

753-1222

147/01C.1 on es• Clinttc,no 1,-vp h h
us ru o
'
rnonosm Acccycfrtp oo Inc tAkspourat Ape. 79
Niue S
Cane Of “4 ?Jr) gie eAry corn.
ponies 10 Po Unties:I Notiol Os, toc6,08 100011
Itywneepit Litt'born upshot to, you. Sc.. COn costsin on 160 palls and WO,"os o'
,
sorts:100 *0
oft. Our mottagfits lut 00,0111, a Oa,
cuirstop• Cl Ite Poi% and 0 lauCitonwed oscom• ttito wont yCiu
I
a bulk.
nine pOttne, W• want veti to pat
000.661 on your ..05 uP tt.in

Custom Designed and Manufactured
To Fit Your Individual Needs
With Colors To Match Any Decor.

489-2387

%;rnerica's favorite drive-in
CONTACT JACK DEWITT
TUESDAY JULY 1I1H HOLIDAY INN 153 5986
INTERVIEW FROM 2 P.M.9PM.

Georgeous lakeview home. Everything goes with
this 3 BR, 2 bath home.in Pine Bluff Shores.
Owner will leave all appliances including
microwave. Den has wet bar. Ideally located on 3
lots. Asking 957,500. Make an offer

Thornton Tile
& Marble

753-57)9

Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime

OR
Ron Talent 753-91194

Lou Ann Philos,/ 7534143

Joe Kennon 136-3676

Jenks Austin 793-8674
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GRAND CHAMPION STEER — Bill Alesander of Murray had the grand champion
steer at the beef show held Friday as part of the Murray-Calloiaar County fair.
Photo B Jennie B. Gordon

HEIFER WINNERS — Regina Rhodes of Milan, Tenn., left, shows the grand champion
heifer and Paul Farmer of Springville, Tenn., right, shows the reserve champion heifer.
Photo By ;ensue 5. Gordon

COMPETITION — Carolyn Scott of Murray competes in
the pleasure saddle horse competition in the open horse
show Friday night at the Murray-Callovaas County Fair.
Photo Bo Jennie B Gordon

Florida Supreme Court
Rejects Execution Delay
By DAVID POWELL
Associated Press Writer
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. AP)
— The Florida Supreme Court
has unanimously rejected a
request from convicted killer
Howard Virgil Lee Douglas to
delay his execution scheduled
for Thursday, but federal
courts still could intervene.
The justices decided 6-0 late
Thursday to reject Douglas'
request for a stay of
execution. His attorneys
promptly won a hearing
Tuesday before U.S. District
Judge Ben Krentzman. Death
penalty opponents were optimistic the execution would
be blocked.
Defense lawyer Larry H.
Spalding says the judge at
Douglas' trial, Circuit Judge
William K. Love of Bartow,
should not have been allowed

R. 1. Burpoe To
Give Sermon At
Grace Baptist
"Joyful Sounds For Saved
Sinners" will be the title of
Pastor R.J. Burpoe's sermon
at 10:45 a.m. Sunday, July 22,
at the Grace Baptist Church.
Leland Peeler will be
director of music. Dwane
Jona will be .organist and
Anita Underhill will be
pianist.
Sunday school .will start at
9:45 a.m. with Hoyt Wyatt as
superintendent.
Evening
worship will begin at 6:30 p.m.

Dr. Bill Whittaker
To Speak At First
Baptist Services
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
will speak at the First Baptist
Church on "I Am A Believer"
at the 10:45 a.rn. service. The
pastor's sermon topic for the 7
p.m. service will be "Fortune
Cookies and the Future."
Wayne Halley, minister of
music, will sing "My God and
I" and the church choir wilt'
sing "The King of [Awe My
Shepherd Is" at the morning
service.
At the Sunday night service,
Cynthia Turnbow will sing a
solo and the dwell choir will
sing "Gentle Like
Gail Horn, Teresa Tinsley,
Tracy Duncan, Amy Noffsinger, Julie Sams, Debbie
Bell, I.inda Wright and Sara
Sills left this week for the
National Action Conference in
Kansas City, Mo.
The Blood River Association
Women's Missionary Union
quarterly meeting wil be held
at 10 a.m. Monday, July 23, at
the Poplar Spring Baptist
Church. Sack lunches should
be brought.

to impose the death penalty
after the jury recommended a
sentence of life imprisonment.
But the Supreme Court said
Love had the right to impose
the death sentence under
Florida's capital punishment
law, which has been upheld by
the U.S. Supreme Court.
Douglas first asked Love for
a stay, but that request was
denied Tuesday.
The decision Thursday was
the fifth by the state's highest
court since May to reject
requests for stays of
execution. Federal courts
blocked executions in three of
those cases — involving Willie
Jasper Darden, Charles
William Proffitt and Robert
Sullivan, all convicted of
murder.
Federal courts refused to
stay the execution of convicted murderer John A.
Spenkelink, who was electrocuted in May. Spenkelink
was the first person in 12 years
to be executed against his will.
On Jan. 17, 1977, a firing squad
in Utah executed Gary
Gilmore, who had urged that
his sentence be carried out.
Gov. Bob Graham on
Tuesday authorized Douglas'
execution for the July 17, 1973,
murder of Jesse W. Atkins Jr.,
who was struck in the head
With a rifle butt as he performed sexual acts with his
wife at gunpoint. Atkins then
was shot in thehead.
The state Supreme COurt
ruling came several hours
after Spalding was subjected
to relentless questioning by
the justices. One justice said
Spalding's arguments
ultimately could mean "we
can forget most of the
statutory scheme" for imposing the death penalty in
Florida.
Spalding argued that
Douglas shouldn't be put to
death as long as a question
existed about the legality of
Florida's sentencing method.
Out of more than 30 states that
allow capital punishment,
only Florida and Indiana give
.sole sentencing power to the
trial judge.
"What a tragic and horrible
result if Howard Douglas dies
and a-court somewhere down
the yoad. determines that the
arguments timely presented
were right," Spalding said.
But Assistant Attorney
General Richard W. Prospect
Urged the court to reject
Spalding's argument and
allow the execution to be
carried out at Florida State
Prison. He said the court
should not grant the stay
because the sentencing
procedure is valid.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Mobscrliters alio Ions net
rocoivod Moir home sioNvorod
copy of Too Morro, L•dgar
Thais by 530 pia. Mow*
friday ow by 3.30 via. *a
Saturdays aro raped to caN
753-11116 Whose«. 3:30 poa.
..d6 pas., Illoadory-Foiday,
3:30 p.n. sod 4.p... Sew.
days, to mono doliorwy of Has
arowspapow. Calls mast boo
*cod bye p.a. woo/days ow
4 p.m. Wray,to gearairtoo
dordrowy.

"

Memorial Baptist
To Hear Dr. lerrell
White At Services
Dr. Jerrell White will speak
at both the 10:50 a.m. and 7
•p.m. services of Memorial
Baptist Church.
The sanctuary choir will
sing "It Is Well With My Soul"
at the morning service and
Krista Russell will sing
"Master Designer" at the
evening service.
Jimmy Wynn will be deacon
of the week, and Mary and
Elbert Thomason and Frances
Vance are the volunteer
nursery workers.

IRS Says Some Undelivered
Tax Refund Checks Waiting
Undelivered- Federal Tax
refund checks for some
Kentucky taxpayers are
waiting to be claimed, the
Internal Revenue . Service
said.
Many of these checks
remain undelivered because
taxpayers have moved and
left no forwarding address
with the U.S. Postal Service.
according to the IRS.
Taxpayers who filed on time
and still have not received
their 1978 tax refunds should
check with the IRS as soon as
possible. because refund
delays can also be caused by.
lost or stolen checks. If this is
the case,. the IRS can put
tracers on the missing checks.
Other refund delays are
caused by errors or omissions
on the tax return, such as
illegible names or addresses.
In all refund inquiries, the
IRS said, taxpayers should
• provide the names and addresses as they appear on the
return, the actual names and
addresses if different; the
social security numbers, and
the type of fotriSS filed. ------If you filed your return
timely and still have not
received your refund check,
please call the IRS at 584-1361

in Louisville, or toll-free 1-800292-6570 elsewhere in Kentucky.
Under most circumstances,

an undelivered refund check
can be reissued to the new
address and received within
four weeks.

Congressman Accused
In Vote Buying Scheme

By DAN EVEN
Associated Press Writer
ALEXANDRIA, La.(AP)—
A federal grand jury has
accused Rep.Claude "Buddy"
Leach of taking part in a
scheme to buy votes for $5 and
$10 each in two elections that
put him in.Congress.
The indictment Friday
against Leach, a Democrat,
also lodged vote-buying
charges against a . U.S.
magistrate, a state district
judge, a district attorney, two
assistant district attorneys
and three other persons.
So far, 23 persons from
Leach's
hometown
of
Leesville, including the mayor.
od town marshal; have been
convicted or have pleaded
guilty in the vote-buying
scandal.
Leach, 44, could not be
located for comment, but an
aide said previous statements
would stand. Leach had said
Thursday, "I have done
nothing wrong."
One indictment accused
Leach of conspiring to buy 440
votes in the November general
VATICAN CITY 1API —
Pope John Paul II will fly to election he won by 266 votes. A
the United States Oct. 2 to separate indictment charged
Leach and the eight others
address the U.N. General
with buying 397 votes in a
Assembly and will stay in
America for several days at September primary election.
The. indictments said the
the invitation .,of President
Jimmy Carter, the Vatican Votes went for' $10 each in the
primary and $5 in the general.
announced today. •
John Paulks visit to • the The money was paid after
drivers picked up voters,
United States will be preceded
instructed
them on how to vote
by a "pastoral visit" to
Ireland Sept. 29-Oct. 1, the and took them to the polls, the
indictment said.
announcement said.
Leach was accused of
furnishing at least $4,100.
The election has been
challenged in Congress by
Jimmy Wilson of Vivian, the
Republican - defeated in
November. Wilson is asking
"Four Ways To Tell Right The/louse to unseat
Leach,
From Wrong" will -be the
sermon topic of Dr. Walter
Mischke at both the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m. Sunday services of
the First United Methodist
Church.
The scripture will be
Ephesians 5:1-20. Betty
Duvall will sing at both ser"People
getting Supvices.
plemental Security Income
"Just A-Clciser Walk With
(SSI) payments shouldn't fee
Thee" will be the anthem at
they're being singled out for
the 10:30 service. Mrs. R. W. investigation when
they're
Farrell will be the organist
contacted during the year by
and Paul Shahan will direct
Social Security represe%
'fie chancel choir.
tatives," Bettye Wefler,
Social Security` District
manager in Paducah, said

Pope 'John Paul II
To Fly To U.S.
To Address U.N.

First Methodist
Church To Hear
Dr. Walter Mischke

Leach, a lawyer who spent
three years with the Central
Intelligence Agency, .has
represented
northern 'Louisiana's 4th District since
January.
He is the second Louisiana
congressman in less than
three years to face charges in
connection with alleged
irregularities.
election
Richard ..Tonry of Chalmette
was indicted in connection
With a scandal over fake
votes. In 1977, after spending
four months in Congress,
Tonry resigned. Later, he
pleaded guilty to four counts
of conspiring to violate federal
campaign laws, and spent six
months in prison.
Other officials named in
Friday's indictments. were
U.S. Magistrate Jack L.
Simms Jr., Vernon Parish
District Attorney William
Tilley, assistant district attorneys Edwin L. Cabra and
Asa Skinner, and state
District Judge Ted R. Broyles.
Tilley, and Cabra are law
partners with Leach.
Also indicted were Leesville
residents Julious Robinson
Jr., Parthenia S. DouglasBeale
and
Regionald
Seastrunk.
Robinson refused comment
Friday. Simms said he was
innocent, adding it would be
up to the federal judges in the
district to decide if he Should
resign'. The others were not
immediately available for
comment.
Leach's bond was set at
$3,000. Bond for the other eight
was set at $1,500 each. All are
to be arraigned in lake
Charles on July 24.
If convicted .on all charges,
Leach could be sentenced to
204 years in prison and fined
$500,000.

Glendale..
provide the city's share of money for
the project. It is not known what effect
the delays in obtaining right-of-way will
have on the governor's offer or the
project itself.
At the time he announced the additional funding from Carroll, Henley
indicated that he felt the city must get
the project under construction during
Carroll's term of office which expires

Morning worship will begin
at 10:45 Sunday,July 22, at the
First Christian Church.
David C. Roos, minister,
will deliver "Day By Day" as
his sermon.
Officials of the church will
include Betty Gore, worship
leader; Bailey Gore and Lyle
Underwood, elders; Jim
Clopton, Mike Holton, Robert
Hopkins, Don McCord and
Lenvel Yates, deacons; Dr.
and Mrs. Woodfin Hutson and
Gene 1.andolt, greeters;
Margaret Porter, choir
director; Maxine Clark,
organist; and Marie Forrester
and Charlotte Waddell,
wirsery.

at the end of this year) or the $109,000
would most likely not be available.
Henley said Friday that he did not
know if the council would want to appeal the court's decision. He said he
expected the ruling and whether or not
to appeal it to be discussed at the
council regular meeting scheduled for
Thursday, July 26.

By JONATHAN WOLMAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — There was
both sadness and rejoicing at the
Energy Department when word got
around that James Schlesinger was
finally on the way out. But Schlesinger
calmly returned to business as usual.
He convened his top staff, said he was
out, praised his successor and went on
to a routine agenda of policy
discussions.
Life was anything but routine Friday
at the Transportation Department,
where Secretary Brock Adams quit
after the White House tried to fire two
of his top aides. The aides quit, too.
Adams cleaned his desk Friday and
left the department. His interim
replacement is a close friend, Navy
Secretary W. Graham Claytor.
Schlesinger's replacement, to take
over in October, is Charles Duncan Jr.,
new No. 2 man at the Pentagon.
Schlesinger himself didn't seem
interested in Friday's hullabaloo.
Once he informed his senior staff of
his departure, and told them Duncan
deserved their help, the meeting immediately turned to energy policy
discussions. When it broke up, he
headed for a Capitol Hill session with
the House Ways aryl Means Committee,
then returned to his office to write ti
letter of resignation to the president.
One high-ranking Energy Department official described department
executives as suffering from "a little
bit of battle fatigue" and added,
"People are bemused and wish to God
the senior level of government would
make up their minds so the junior level
could get to work."
A Schlesinger aide described staff
reaction to the boss' ouster as "sad-

payments be redetermined
once a year for everyone
• "The &SI program makes getting the payments," Ms.
monthly payments to people Wexler said.
with little or no income and
Security
The
Social
limited resources who are 65 Administration gets in touch
and over or blind or disabled. with people to get information
The law requires that about
income,
living
eligibility for SSI and the arrangements, and other
amount of the monthly factors that might affect their
SSI payments. This may be
done by a questionnaire in the
mail or by personal interview
in the home or Social Security
office.
""Social
Security
representatives are glad to
identify themselves:" Ms.
tavern, which had been ap- Wexler said. They never ask
proved earlier by. the planning you to give them money to
have something done. It's
commission.
their duty to help people - in
The discount sthre, whose any way they can - to get SSI
original building. was severely payments in the right aniount.
damaged by ,the December,
People can get Information
1978 flood, and the tavern about SSI payments, ,by
would be located in the calling, Visiting, or writing
Ridgeview shopping center,
any Social Security office. The
which is zoned for a planned telephone number and adshopping center.
dress for the Paducah office is
However, the protesters 443-7506 and 546 Lone Oak
argue the land is not being Road. The Mayfield Social
developed in accordance with Security office telephone
the zoning regulation and the number is 247-11095 and is
licated on Highway 45.
zone should be changed.
recently.

Frankfort Approves Store
Plans Over Objections
FRANKFORT, K.(API —
Although residents of two
Frankfort subdivisions have
got* to court to stop
construction of a planned discount
store, the
City-County
Planning Commission has
approved the final
development plans for the store,
The conitnission
action
Thursday night came tally
hours after residents of
Indian
Hills and Ridgeview
Estates
subdivisions filed suit in
Franklin Circuit Court,
The suit seeks to stop bath a
new Heck's store
and a

Continued from Page ii

Both Sadness, Rejoicing
Accompany Resignation

Recipients Of Supplemental.
Security Income Contacted

Morning Worship
At Christian Church
To Begin At 10:45

•

.1

ness" but not surprise. Another highly
placed employee admitted hearing a
number of Comments such as, "Thank
God he's leaving."
Schlesinger held a 4:30 p.m. news
conference in the department
auditorium, where he was greeted with
applause by about 150 employees.
He told them the department had
served the nation far better than the
nation has realized. And he said of
Duncan: "We can wish hirn well in this
task, bearing in mind that he has one of
the most attractive jobs in Washington
and is going into one of the least
pleasurable."
At the Transportation Department, a
sobbing secretary answered the phone
in the public relations office and a top
Adams aide said,"There is so much we
wanted to do. I'm going to miss this
place."
Adams' departure Friday differed
from Schlesinger's srnooth ouster.
• Sources who asked not to be named
say White House chief of staff Hamilton
Jordan told Adams Thursday that
Carter wanted him to remain in the
Cabinet but that several of Adams' top
aides would have to go_
They said Jordan expected Adams to
quit on the spot over the ultimatum, but
Adams said he wanted to mull things
nser. •
He went to Boston on business and
issued a statement saying he had been
invited to stay in the Cabinet, but he
was not certain he wanted to. And he
said- he wanted assurances of "direct
accessibility of the president to the
Cabinet." As Adams expected, Carter
would not grant this request and Adams
quit at an 11:30 a.m. meeting Friday.
He was the only Cabinet member to
leave immediately.%
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Rabatin To Speak At First Presbyterian
The Rev.a.-E. Rabatm wall
speak on the subject, "Unity
in the Spirit" at the Sunday
morning worship service of
the
First
Presbyterian
Church.
Hymns that be sung include
"Joyful, -Joyful, We Adore
Thee" and "Have Thine Own
Way, Lord." The closing
hymn will be "By Our Love."

Lisa Slater will direct the
choir and Cynthia Scribner
will be the organist. The
responsive reading will be
Isaiah 42:1-7.
A meeting will be held at 10
a.m. Wednesday, July 25, at
the church- to organize and
plan this year's church
bazaar.

=Ow meme
LOOK-LOOK-LOOK
J.H. Hardeman Nix
Used Car and Used Truck Inventory Reduction Sale
15 Days Only, July 14th-31st

U7
t

JAN'S SPECIAL
2-1976 Chevrolet trucks with 15' Grain bed and
hoist, low miles, one owner, red and white, extra sharp.
Price only

$11 799

First you sold adt entitle th• pwrchoster 10 Top Value
certificates swot
if;S 000 transpo.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc
1 South

mem now A.412=
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